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A GYROKINETIC ANALYSIS 

OF ELECTRON PLASMA WAVES 

AT RESONANCE IN MAGNETIC FIELD GRADIENTS

ABSTRACT

To produce nuclear fusion in a Tokamak reactor requires the heating of a plasma 

to a temperature of the order of 10 keV. Electron cyclotron resonant heating (ECRH), in 

which the plasma is heated by radio waves in resonance with the Larmor frequency of the 

plasma's electrons, is one scheme under consideration for achieving this.

A description of such a heating scheme requires a theory to explain the 

propagation and absorption of high frequency waves in a plasma in the presence of a 

magnetic field gradient. A WKB analysis can describe some of the processes involved but 

a complete explanation requires the use of full wave equations.

In this thesis we shall develop a technique for deriving such equations which will 

be shown to be simpler and more general than calculations performed by earlier workers. 

The technique relies on including the effect of the magnetic gradient across the Larmor 

orbit of the electrons in the resonance condition of the wave, the so called Gyrokinetic 

correction, which has been ignored in calculations by previous workers.

Once derived, the equations are solved numerically and the results applied to a 

number of experiments currently being performed on Tokamak fusion.

In addition, we shall also look at the energy loss processes of runaway electrons, 

which have been shown experimentally to be shorter than would be expected.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Review of Nuclear Fusion.

Fusion power is expected to be a significant contributor to the world's energy 

supply in the next century. However, many problems have still to be overcome before 

efficient commercial reactors can be built. One such problem is the heating of the 

reactants to the high temperatures required for fusion, in a controlled way.

By the year 2050 estimates suggest that population growth combined with 

economic development, particularly in third world countries, will lead to at least a 

doubling of the world's energy demands. Fusion power is expected to be a major source 

of this energy. Unlike fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas) its fuel (hydrogen) is abundant and 

easily available, through the electrolysis of sea water. Perhaps, though, fusion's main 

advantage is its limited impact on the environment. Fusion does not produce the large 

carbon dioxide and sulphur emissions created by burning fossil fuels and any radioactive 

waste produced does not require isolation on the geological time scales associated with 

nuclear fission.

Nuclear fusion is the generation of power by the fusing of two hydrogen nuclei to 

make helium. Currently, the most favoured reactor design for achieving this is a tokamak, 

which consists of a hot hydrogen plasma confined by a magnetic field. A plasma, the so 

called fourth state of matter, is a heavily ionized gas consisting of ionized molecules and 

free electrons as well as the neutral atoms and molecules common to normal gases. The 

physics of tokamak plasmas is dominated by the interaction of the plasma with magnetic 

fields.



Essentially, when a charged particle is placed in a strong magnetic field it 

becomes tied to a field line, travelling in a spiral trajectory along it. In a toroidal 

confinement device, field coils are used to produce a circular magnetic field (known as 

the toroidal field) around which the charged particles of a plasma will travel in their spiral 

trajectories. In this way the plasma is confined by the magnetic field. In practice, 

however, the gradient of the magnetic field (which decreases radially) results in the 

plasma particles drifting away from the field lines and so the plasma becomes unstable. 

The tokamak overcomes this by using a toroidal current generating a poloidal component 

to the confining magnetic field, resulting in field lines that spiral around the torus. In this 

the plasma particles spend equal amounts of time in areas of high and low magnetic field, 

and as a result the effects of the magnetic field gradient are neutralised. This then is the 

basic design of all tokamaks: a toroidal vessel surrounded by poloidal field coils, for 

generating the toroidal field, and toroidal field coils for inducing the toroidal current in 

the plasma. Although other schemes for plasma confinement have been tried (for example 

mirrors, pinches and, most notably, inertial confinement) tokamaks are now the most 

favoured design.

The major problems in tokamak design are confinement and heating. Confinement 

concerns the containment of the fusion plasma inside the vessel for a period of time long 

enough for a significant amount of energy to be extracted from it. Plasmas seem to be, by 

nature, extremely unstable and so the problems of confinement are innumerable (see 

White (1989)), although there has been much experimental success in this area in recent 

years. The problems of heating, which are the concern of this thesis, involve raising the 

temperature of the plasma to a state at which fusion will occur (around 15 keV) and a 

variety of schemes have been put forward for achieving this.

The criteria for achieving fusion are that the pressure and temperature be high 

enough for fusion to occur and that the confinement time (effectively the cooling time of



the plasma through thermal conduction) be long enough that net energy is produced by 

the reactor. More precisely, we require that the ion temperature is at least 10 keV and that 

the product (known as the fusion product) of the ion density, the ion temperature and the 

confinement time is at least 3 x 10^1 m-3 keV s. Individually, the predicted targets for the 

three parameters are given in table 1.1.

Table 1.1

Targets for nuclear fusion

Ion Temperature 15 keV

Density 2 x 10^0 m“̂

Confinement time Is

Experimental reactors have already come close to reaching the required temperature and 

confining the plasma at sufficiently high densities. However, no experimental reactor has 

yet reached the required temperature and pressure whilst maintaining a sufficiently long 

confinement time. The most successful reactor, so far, is JET (the Joint European Torus) 

and its best pulse so far has been around 20% of what is required for fusion. As the 

confinement time scales according to the square of the major radius, the production of a 

break even plasma should require only the building of a large enough reactor. As a result 

a larger experimental reactor, ITER (the International Tokamak Experimental Reactor), is 

currently being planned which should produce conditions near to those required for 

fusion.

1.2 Tokamak Heating Schemes.

Any heating scheme used in a fusion tokamak must satisfy certain basic criteria. 

Firstly, it must be capable of heating the plasma to fusion temperature (T- 15keV) and do



so in an economical way. Secondly, it must introduce the minimum amount of impurities 

into the reactor vessel as these invariably destabilize the fusion plasma. Further 

considerations, in selecting one system over another, are the extent to which heating can 

be localised in the plasma - primarily because heating is required principally at the 

plasma core, but also because systems of localised heating may be used to control the 

plasma's thermal profile, hence providing a mechanism for stabilising the plasma - and 

also whether the system can be used to induce a toroidal current in the plasma necessary 

to produce the poloidal magnetic field.

Many heating schemes are all ready in use in experimental reactors around the 

world of which the main ones aie,

(1) Ohmic heating

(2) Neutral beam

(3) Radio frequency heating

which are usually used in some combination.

Ohmic heating is perhaps the most straightforward, but has a limited heating 

ability. As discussed in section 1.1, tokamaks require a toroidal current to stabilise the 

plasma. The resistance of the plasma to this current means that this naturally results in the 

plasma being heated ohmically. However, as the resistance of the plasma goes with 

temperature as such a heating scheme becomes less and less effective as the

temperature rises. In practice, ohmic heating can only be used up to a maximum 

temperature of around 3-4 keV. However, ohmic heating is invariably the first stage of 

any scheme with other schemes being seen as auxiliary heating to this.



Neutral beam heating is an effective way of heating a plasma, it has no upper 

limits on temperature, but suffers from its introduction of impurities into the plasma. It 

involves the bombarding of the plasma with a beam of high energy neutral atoms, which 

exchange their energy with the plasma through collisions. Its simplicity and effectiveness 

made it a popular scheme, particularly in the early tokamak experiments. However, in 

general we find that a significant number of the neutral atoms pass straight through the 

plasma and strike the reactor vessel on the far side. This results in the removal of atoms 

from the vessel and, hence, the introduction of impurities into the plasma. In addition it 

has little possibility for controlling the plasma's thermal profile.

Radio frequency heating (see Cairns (1991)), particularly at ion cyclotron 

frequencies, is currently the most favoured form of auxiliary heating and is used, to some 

extent, in most tokamak experiments around the world. It involves the launching of radio 

waves, from an antenna or waveguide, into the plasma, which is then absorbed by some 

resonance. Heating schemes have been used experimentally at a number of different 

frequencies which can be grouped as follows.

Table 1.2

Radio frequency heating schemes

Scheme Frequency range

Alfven wave 1-5 MHz

Ion cyclotron 20-100 MHz

Lower Hybrid 1-5 GHz

Election Cyclotron 30-150 GHz

Alfven wave heating is perhaps the least successful of the radio frequency heating 

schemes. In such a heating scheme, a fast Alfven wave is launched into the plasma where



it is converted, at some point, to a slow Alfven wave. Slow (or shear) Alfven waves are, 

by nature, tied to a magnetic field line and so must then propagate solely within the 

plasma. Experimentally, though, it has been shown that little energy can be provided by 

this method (see for example Shohet, 1978). This is believed to be due to a poor coupling 

between the antenna and the plasma, resulting in little energy reaching the plasma at all.

Ion cyclotron heating, on the other hand, is perhaps the most successful system 

used thus far, involving the launching of ion cyclotron waves into the plasma which are 

then absorbed through resonance with the Larmor frequency of the ions. The technology 

to produce large amounts of power at the required frequencies (a few tens of MHz) is 

already available and many experiments have successfully used it as a heating scheme 

(JET has a 16 MW ion cyclotron heating system and ITER is expected to use such a 

scheme). It also has the advantage that it heats the ions, the particles required for fusion, 

directly rather than through some collisional process. A more detailed account, of both 

the theory and experiment, can be found in Swanson (1985).

Lower hybrid heating schemes have also proved successful in some experiments, 

but is favoured more as a system for cunent drive. In such a scheme, a wave is launched 

into the plasma around the lower hybrid frequency (a few GHz) and is then absorbed by 

Landau damping (a resonance between the wave and the parallel velocity of the 

electrons). Although such schemes have proved successful in some experiments, some 

problems have still to be overcome with regard to the propagation of lower hybrid waves 

through the edge plasma. Certainly, successes in the use of lower hybrid waves for 

current drive mean that much more research will be done in this area.

Electron cyclotron heating involves the highest frequencies of all Radio frequency 

heating schemes (typically of the order of tens of GHz). Technically, we are now in the 

microwave range of frequencies and the new technology required to build devices for



delivering large amounts of power at such high frequencies has hampered all such heating 

schemes. However, the development of gyrotrons (see Kreischer et al, 1985) in recent 

years have made such schemes more feasible. Electron cyclotron heating, involves the 

absorption of radio frequency power by resonance with the Larmor frequency of the 

electrons. This has a number of advantages over the other schemes with the most 

important being the simplicity of the coupling between the wave guide and the plasma. 

Electron cyclotron waves propagate in a vacuum, unlike the lower frequency waves 

which are evanescent and so lose energy before entering the plasma. As a result, electron 

cyclotron heating schemes do not require the complicated antenna structures typical of 

the lower frequency systems. Electron cyclotron heating also provides a strongly 

localised power deposition which make it ideal for profile control. A good review of the 

field is given by Bomatici (1983).

Electron cyclotron heating, and in particular the effects upon this of 

inhomogeneities in the toroidal magnetic field, will be the prime concern of this thesis. 

We consider then, using electron cyclotron heating as a scheme for heating a tokamak to 

a temperature at which fusion can take place. Many tokamak experiments are currently 

underway around the world, of which the largest is the JET experiment in England. As a 

consequence, we shall take our typical parameters as those of JET which are given in 

table 1.3.



Table 1.3

Typical JET Parameters

Magnetic Field 2.7 T

Major radius 3 m

Central electron density 2 x 10^9 m"^

Central electron temperature 5 keV

Plasma Current 1 MA

1.3 Outline of Thesis.

The core of this thesis is the derivation of full wave equations, to describe electron 

cyclotron resonance, by the inclusion of the gyrokinetic correction of Lashmore-Davies 

and Dendy (1989) in a relativistic calculation.

In chapter 2 we give a review of the available theoiy and discuss its applicability 

and limitations. In the process, we also introduce important considerations such as 

ordering and accessibility of the resonances in a natural way. Most importantly, through 

our discussions of the limitations of the current theory we argue the case for the necessity 

of a full wave calculation.

In chapter 3 we derive the general full wave equation. This takes the form of a 

second order integro-differential equation, the solution of which, even by numerical 

methods, is extremely complex. However, by noting the ordering discussed in chapter 2 

we give a method for expanding the equation into a set of differential equations whose 

solution is considerably simpler.



In chapter 4 we perform such expansions for a number of wave modes and 

resonances that are of particular interest to us. We then compare the simplicity of our 

derivation, favourably, with that used previously by Maroli et al (1986).

The self-consistency of the equations produced by our method is best illustrated 

by their satisfying of energy conservation relations. We illustrate this in chapter 5 by 

calculating the energy conservation relation for one of the equations in chapter 4. In 

doing so we also come across the phenomenon of local emission.

Chapter 6 concerns the numerical solutions of the equations of chapter 4, applying 

them to the COMPASS experiment and the ECA diagnostic in the JET pumped divertor.

Throughout the thesis we restrict our geometry to a simple slab model. However, 

to extend our technique to more complex geometries, such as the toroidal geometry 

required for an exact treatment of tokamak heating, would require the use of a more 

flexible treatment such as that given by the gyrokinetic theory (see Rutherford and 

Frieman (1968) and Taylor and Hastie, 1968). In chapter 7 we show how to include the 

gyrokinetic correction in the formalism of relativistic gyrokinetic theory of Tsai et al 

(1984), and so extend our analysis into more realistic geometries.

In chapter 8 we bring together all our results, obtained in the first seven chapters, 

and discuss them in the context of present theory and experiment.

Finally, in chapter 9, we present an additional piece of work on runaway electrons 

and the role of cyclotron instabilities in their energy loss times. This has particular 

bearing on the understanding of post disruption discharges in JET.
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2. PLASMA WAVES.

The description of waves in plasmas is a large subject and many books have been 

dedicated to it (for example Chen (1987), Swanson (1989) or Stix (1992)). Here we shall 

concern ourselves with electron cyclotron frequency waves (i.e. ones in which ion effects 

can be. ignored) and give a brief discussion of the models available to describe them along 

with their respective uses and limitations. We will show that although analysis by cold 

plasma theory or WKB theory will describe some of the properties of waves in an 

inhomogeneously magnetised plasma, for a complete description of absorption and mode 

conversions we must derive the full wave equation.

2.1 Homogenous Plasmas.

We look first at waves in a homogenous plasma (i.e. ones with no magnetic 

gradient) as their analysis is the simplest and many of the properties exhibited by them 

are also exhibited, in a modified form, in inhomogenous ones.

The first step in all the analyses is to take an equilibrium plasma and inject into it 

a small perturbation which is harmonic in space and time (i.e. first order terms go as 

exp(ik*r - iot)). We then take the linearised equation of motion for the plasma (which 

will vary from model to model) and solve it self-consistently with Maxwell's equations, 

which now become.

0)2
kxkxEx + icofio Ji + ~ 2  El = 0 , (2.1)
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The equation of motion of the plasma is then solved for the perturbed current density (Ji) 

in terms of the perturbed electric field (Ei) and the result is substituted into (2,1) to give a 

wave equation for Ej.

2.1.1 Cold Plasma waves.

For a cold plasma we assume that the electrons have no thermal motion of their 

own and simply behave as a fluid with velocity distribution v(x,t). The equation of 

motion of the fluid is.

— + ( v V ) v  = ^ ( E  + v x b ) ,
dt ^

(2.2)

which is linearised and solved in terms of Ei. Using the expression for the conductivity 

tensor, J i  = qvi, we can express Maxwell's equation in the form D(co,k)*Ei(co,k) = 0 

(see for example Swanson (1989) or Stix, 1992), where the matrix D is given by.

S - cos^ 0

-iD

iD cos^ 0 sin2 0

S-N2

_ N2 Cos2 0 sin2 0 0 P-N2 sin2 0 _

(2.3)

where.
0)_

S = 1 - © 2 _ a 2 ’ D = -
00(0)2 _ ’ p = 1 - %0)2

00.
2 _

8om
N = kc

0)
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Without loss of generality, we have taken the magnetic field to lie in the z-direction and 0 

as the angle between the background magnetic field (Bq) and the wave vector (k). O is 

the electron cyclotron frequency (the Larmor frequency of the electrons about Bo), cOp is 

the plasma frequency and N is the refractive index.

For non-trivial solutions we require the determinant of the matrix D to be zero. 

This gives us an expression of the form D(m,k) = 0 known as the dispersion relation. 

The solution of this equation gives us the normal modes of the plasma.

If we consider only perpendicular propagation ( 6  = 7t/2 ) then the wave equation 

has the particularly simple form,

iD

-iD S - N

0

0

0

P -N
_L -J

Eix

Ely

^  E lz

= 0 (2.4)

The equation for Eix and Eiy has decoupled from the equation for Eiz, and we now have 

two clear solutions; the ordinary mode (or O-mode), where Eix = Eiy = 0, and the 

extraordinary mode (or X-Mode), where Eiz = 0.

For the ordinary mode only Eiz is non-zero, and so we have a transverse mode 

which has dispersion relation.

k^c^ = 0)2  - (Op . (2.5)

A wave will propagate in this mode providing co >(0p .
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The extraordinary mode is a partly transverse, partly longitudinal mode, as Ejx 

and Ely are non-zero, and has dispersion relation.

(2.6)

There is a resonance (kj_-»<») at 0 )2  -  + q 2   ̂which is known as the upper-hybrid

resonance, and a cutoff (kx—>0) at (0 )2  - 0 )^ )2  = QPgsP, To describe propagation in this 

mode we use the CMA diagram (Fig (2.1)) in which we plot the variable X = 0)^ 0 )2

against Y = Qp/aP’.

CMA Diagram

1.4 “ I

1.2 -
HFI

X—mode cutoff /1.0

0.8 -
IF I> -

UH resonance

0.4-
2nd

harmonic0.2

0.0
2.01.51.00.50.0

Figure 2.1

CMA diagram for perpendular X-mode
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The upper-hybrid resonance is described by the line Y=l-X and the cutoff by the 

parabola Y=(l-X)2 . The wave can only propagate when > 0 ,which is represented on 

the diagram by the unshaded region, with the shaded region representing the conditions in 

which the wave is evanescent (k^ < 0 ) and hence non-propagating.

In summary, cold plasma theory describes the basic properties of the normal 

modes of a plasma. However, the theory does not predict the existence of cyclotron 

resonances, and so cannot predict the propagation of waves through them. To describe 

this we must consider microscopic effects using kinetic theory.

2.1.2 Waves in a Hot Plasma.

We now consider a hot collisionless plasma, taking into account the microscopic 

motion of the electrons using kinetic theory.

In kinetic theory we describe the plasma by the distribution function f(r,v,t). The 

basic equation of motion, for a collisionless plasma, is the Vlasov equation,

r  + + + = (2.7)9t dr ™ 3v

which must be solved along with Maxwell’s equations. A plasma in thermal equilibrium 

will have a Maxwellian velocity distribution given by,

fo(r,v,t) =  no exp (-v2 /v^ ), (2,8)
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where Vt is the thermal velocity of the plasma. Taking this as our unperturbed distribution 

function we can then solve the linearised Vlasov equation along with Maxwell's 

equations (2.1) to give (see for example Cairns (1985) or Swanson, 1989),

2

D(œ,k) = (kk - k2l) + 1 + ^  ^  exp(-l)
0 )2  0 )2  vt

Î
n=-c>o

n2 lnZ
X

in(In~In) Z

nin Z'
(2 A,)l/2

-in(In-In) Z

z/n2
+ 2X In-2X In Z

(I'n-In) Z' 

2 1 /2

nInZ '
(2 1 )1/2

l l / 2 (l'n-In)Z'
2 1 /2

InZ

CL9)

where, the modified Bessel functions have arguments 1 = k2p2/2 and p = wt/Q. is the 

mean Larmor radius of the electrons, with vt being the thermal velocity of the electrons. 

The plasma dispersion functions (PDF's, represented by the Z's in equation (2.9)) have 

argument Çn = - n(2)/kzVt. What we have now, is a dispersion relation that contains a

whole series of cyclotron resonances ( with resonance condition O) = nO) with absorption 

occuring at each one. The PDF's represent the absorption broadening about the cyclotron 

resonances, which can be illustrated by an analysis of the resonance condition.

CO =  n Q  +  k z V z (2 .10)

which will produce a symmetric absorption broadening with a width on the scale of.
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C III)

For all cases of interest the Larmor radius of the electrons is much smaller than 

the wavelength and we can use this ratio (e) as an expansion parameter. This gives the 

following ordering,

kp -  G and P  . (2.12)

Expanding the dispersion relation in this parameter considerably reduces the complexity 

of the expression. For example if we take the ordinary mode at peipendicular incidence 

we have,

CL13)

Here, the first bracketed terms are the same as in cold plasma theory and the final term is 

due to the resonance.

2.1.3 Waves in a Relativistic Plasma.

In a tokamak, electrons are moving at speeds which are an appreciable fraction of 

the speed of light (e.g. 15% in JET) although still some way below it (the so called 

weakly relativistic condition). This means that they experience a relativistic mass increase 

which will affect their behaviour. Most importantly, it affects the resonance condition 

which now becomes co = nQ/y (where y = (1 - v2/c2)-F2 -  1 + v2/2c2). To produce wave 

equations which account for such effects we must take the relativistic Vlasov equation.
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where u = yv , along with Maxwell's equations (2 .1). This was first done independently 

by Dnestrovskii (1964) and Shkarofsky (1966). For the ordinary wave at the fundamental 

they obtained,

1 + k^ + ---- ^  = 0 , (2.15)

where |i = 2cVy^ , that is to say the ratio of the rest mass to the kinetic mass.

The relativistic plasma dispersion function (F7/2 , see Appendix) represents the 

spreading of the resonance due to the relativistic mass shift. In a similiar fashion to the 

Doppler broadening we can look at some of the properties of relativistic mass broadening 

through its dispersion relation, which is,

CO = nQ ./y. (2.16)

This results in an asymmetric absorption profile, as resonance can only occur at 

frequencies at or above the cyclotron frequency, on the scale of,

—  ~ (2.17)
nQ. {I

For non-perpendicular propagation, we would have a combination of both the 

Doppler and relativistic mass broadening. Comparing the absorption widths from (2.11) 

and (2.17), we see that we have three different regimes for differing angles of incidence.
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For angles close to perpendicular, defined by,

I N CO S el «  (2 .1 8 )

we have the quasi-perpendicular regime in which relativistic broadening dominates and 

we may ignore Doppler broadening effects. For angles sufficiently far from 

perpendicular, defined by,

I N cos e I »  ^ , (2.19)

we have the opposite case of oblique propagation, in which the Doppler broadening 

dominates and we may ignore the relativistic effects. In between these two we have a 

third regime,

I NCOS 8  I -  (2 .2 0 )

in which both Doppler and relativistic mass effects are important and must be included in 

any analysis.

2.2 Inhomogenous Plasmas.

For inhomogenous plasmas, such as in a tokamak, the analysis becomes more 

complicated. We must consider that macroscopic variables (such as the magnetic field, 

density or temperature) vary spatially. In particular we must consider plasmas with 

magnetic field gradients which will result in resonances occurring only in restricted 

regions of the plasma.
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If we take a plasma with a magnetic field in the z-direction and a gradient in the 

x-direction given by,

Bo(x) = Bo(0) (1-xÆ,) Cz , (2.21)

then, if we take œ = nO(0 ) , our resonance condition (2.16) gives us an absorption width 

(Ô) which, from (2.17), is of order.

5 ~ ScoL ~ -  . (2.22)
(I

To describe wave propagation in a plasma with a magnetic field gradient requires 

a considerable increase in complexity. However, if we assume that the scale of the 

magnetic gradient is much greater than the wavelength we may use WKB theory to apply 

equations similiar to the homogenous ones.

2.2.1 The WKB Theory.

WKB theory relies upon making the WKB approximation of geometrical optics, 

namely that the waves travel in single independent modes whose wavelength changes 

slowly in space, where here we have taken such changes as being in the x-direction. If 

this is the case we may express perturbed quantities, such as the perturbed electric field,

by,

Ei(x) = E l exp I i I dx' k(x') I, (2.23)

where we assume that k(x) is slowly varying in that.
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1 Hic
i i « k .  (2.24)

In this case we reproduce equations of the same form as Dnestrovskii (1964) and 

Shkarofsky (1966) (i.e. equation (2.15)), only now the variables are taken to have a slow 

x-dependence.

As plasma variables change on a scale (L), which is much larger than the 

wavelength, the approximation (2.24) would appear* to be valid. However, at resonance 

the conductivity tensor changes on the scale of the absorption width (5 ), which is often 

comparable in size to the wavelength (X), and so WKB theory is not valid in this regime. 

We will consider it here though as firstly, it provides a simple and accurate description of 

the propagation of waves outside of the absorption region, and secondly, to compare its 

results with those from our full wave equations which will be derived in chapter thi’ee.

2.2.2 Full Wave Equations.

To give a complete description of a wave passing through a resonance we need 

then to use a full wave equation. For waves in the electron cyclotron range this will take 

the form of a differential equation and the simplest way of deriving this is to convert the 

wave vectors in the wave equations of WKB theory to differential operators, that is,

D(œ,k(x)) D(co, - i ^ ) , (2.25)

which amounts to an inverse Fourier transform. Doing this for the ordinary mode at the 

fundamental (i.e. taking (2.15) as our starting point.) gives.
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V ' /

However, this equation, like others derived by this technique, does not conserve energy. 

The problem is that in making the transformation (2.25) we have ignored derivatives 

which may act on the conductivity tensor which, as we discussed earlier, may vary on the 

scale of the wavelength near resonance.

What is needed then, is a derivation of the full wave equation which will include 

such derivatives. As we are assuming that ô = L/jii -  ^ , we must expand according to.

kp ^  £ , (2.27)

and, as this means changes to the conductivity tensor occur on a scale of the order of the 

wavelength, we may go further and conclude that k -  which results in,

An analysis based on this ordering was first performed by Maroli et al (1986) and 

the equations they produced did indeed conserve energy. Their technique was, however, 

extremely complicated and applicable only to the simplest of problems. In chapter 3 we 

use a simpler technique to derive a full wave equation which is valid for propagation 

through all resonances in all wave modes. In chapter 4 we shall show how to expand this 

equation for a specific resonance or wave mode.
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The technique is an extension of the work of Cairns et al (1991) into the 

relativistic regime. They used a derivation similar in form to that for a hot collisionless 

homogenous plasma (as in section 2 .1 .2 ), but included the gyrokinetic correction of 

Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989) in their calculation.

The gyrokinetic coiTection takes account of the fact that the electron's Larmor 

frequency should be calculated not at its position (x), but at its gyrocentre (x + Vy/̂ 2 ). 

Denoting the frequency calculated at x as flq, this would give,

Q = £2o - ^  . (2.29)

The inclusion of this term has two effects upon our equations. Firstly, it introduces 

another source of resonance broadening, first described by Lashmore-Davies and Dendy 

(1989), known as gyrokinetic broadening. If we ignore relativistic and Doppler effects 

for a moment, then the resonance condition becomes,

CO = n Qq + n , (2.30)

which gives a symmetric absorption profile on the scale of,

—  ~ 2.. (2.31)
n ^  ^

This is on a much smaller scale than either the relativistic broadening or the Doppler 

broadening and so in general can be ignored, a fact that will be discussed in more detail in 

chapter 4. Gyrokinetic broadening does play an important part in ion cyclotron resonance, 

where the Larmor radii (p) aie larger, however. The second effect of the correction is to
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include in the analysis derivatives that may act on the conductivity tensor which result in 

equations that are energy conserving and hence the desired self consistent analysis.

Returning to our three regimes of propagation, given by equations (2.18), (2.19) 

and (2 .2 0 ), we see that in the case of oblique propagation, where by definition the 

absorption width is much greater than that for relativistic mass broadening, absorption 

occurs on a scale of many wavelengths. This means that derivatives acting on the 

conductivity tensor will be negligible, and so an analysis by the inverse Fourier transform 

method will suffice. However, in the other two cases (quasi-perpendicular propagation 

and the mixed case) absorption occurs on the scale of the wavelength and we must use the 

gyrokinetic correction in our analysis. This leaves us with the ordering,

kp ~ ~ Nz ~ e . (2.32)

Our derivation then will include both the gyrokinetic correction and relativistic 

effects to give an energy conserving wave equation valid in the relativistic regime. Before 

this, however, we will first consider the practical question of the accessibility of 

resonances in a tokamak plasma.

2.3 Accessibility.

In the course of this thesis we wish to describe the propagation of waves in three 

specific cases, namely,
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(i) The ordinary wave through the fundamental resonance.

(ii) The extraordinary wave through the fundamental and upper-hybrid 

resonance.

(ill) The extraordinary wave through the second harmonic resonance.

These waves must be launched from either the inside (high field incidence) or the outside 

(low field incidence) of the tokamak, and we wish to analyse the accessibility of these 

resonances. For this purpose the cold plasma theory of section (2.1.1) is sufficient.

For the ordinary wave the condition for propagation is that the wave frequency is 

greater than the plasma frequency, which is greatest at the centre. So, for the wave to 

reach the fundamental resonance (co = Q) we require only that,

0) p < n ,  (2.33)

at the plasma centie.

The propagation condition for the extraordinary mode is more complicated and 

we shall use the CMA diagram (Fig (2.1)) to describe it. Propagation through the 

tokamak is represented by a curve which begins on the Y-axis (as the density is zero 

outside of the plasma) and moves to the right as the plasma density increases. As the 

wave propagates towards the centre of the plasma, the curve moves downwards for high 

field incidence and upwards for low field incidence.

In Fig (2.1) the top two arrows represent the trajectory of extraordinary waves 

launched towards the upper-hybrid resonance with low (LFI) and high field incidence 

(HFI) respectively. As the curve for high field incidence must pass through the
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evanescent (shaded) region this wave cannot propagate and so the upper-hybrid 

resonance can only be reached from the low field side.

Extraordinary waves launched from the low and high field sides towards the 

second harmonic resonance are represented by the bottom two arrows. This time the 

resonance is accessible from either side but we have the restriction that cyclotron 

resonance (m = 2Q) must occur before the cutoff which imposes the condition,

q)^<2£22. (2.34)

at the plasma centre.

Oblique propagation will modify these conditions, but for near perpendicular 

propagation this will be only slight.
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3. THE GENERAL WAVE EQUATION.

Having discussed the limitations of WKB theory we shall now derive the general 

wave equation for high frequency (co Qq) waves in a relativistic plasma in the presence 

of an inhomogeneous magnetic field (McDonald et al (1994)). The solution of this wave 

equation is however extremely difficult and time consuming even by numerical methods. 

To enable a solution a technique will be indicated for its expansion and simplification.

3.1 Outline of the Model.

We shall consider a hot collisionless isotropic plasma in the presence of a 

magnetic field Bq which has a gradient in a perpendicular direction. Co-ordinates will be 

chosen so that the magnetic field lies in the z-direction and the gradient in the x-direction, 

with the field given by,

Bo = Bo(0)(l-x>L)ez. (3.1)

Clearly, the magnetic field varies on a length scale L and other basic plasma parameters, 

such as temperature (T) and density (no), are taken to vary on the same scale.

We consider the propagation of plasma waves, in the x-z plane, which are 

harmonic in time (i.e. first order terms go as e-i® )̂, giving the first order Maxwell's 

equation as,

0)2
- VXVxEi + iO)|io 4- ^  E l = 0 , (3.2)

which must be solved simultaneously with the equation of state. For a hot relativistic 

collisionless plasma this is the Vlasov equation.
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— + -U »  — + ^ f E  + i u x B V | t  = 0.
3t Y 3r ^0 Y j  3u

(3.3)

Linearised this becomes.

(3.4)

where differentiation is performed along the equilibrium orbits.

3.2 Derivation of the Wave Equation.

The problem is then, to solve Maxwell's equations (3.2) and the linearised Vlasov 

equation (3.4) self consistently, but this time remembering that the magnetic field (B q )  

varies across the electron's Larmor radius. As we are assuming an isotropic plasma the 

second term on the right hand side vanishes.

We solve (3.4) for fi by the method of characteristics, to give,

mo

t

dt' Ei(r',t') • . (3.5)
du'

The prime denotes that the integration is carried out around the unperturbed orbits which 

are given, to dominant order, by,
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x' = X  + - ^  [ sin ( Qt/y - 0 ) + sin 0 ] (3.6a)

U !  r  1
y' =  y  + ^  I COS ( Qx/y - 0 ) - COS 0 1 + ---------  (3.6b)

n   ̂ 2 7 QL

z' = z + Uzt/Y (3.6c)

t' = t + x (3.6d)

Ux' = ux cos ( Qx/y - 0  ) (3.6e)

Uy' = - UX sin ( fJx/Y - 0  ) + -------------------------------  (3.6f)
2yQL

Uz' = Uz (3.6g)

where (u x ,0 ,U z )  denotes the electron velocity in cylindrical co-ordinates and Q, denotes 

the Larmor frequency of the electron.

The perturbed current density is calculated from fi by,

J l=  fd 3 u q S fi (3.7)
J T

g iv in g ,
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Jl = mo

t

d 3 u -
dfo(t',r',u')

dn'
(3.8)

If we express the perturbed current density, Ex, in terms of a Fourier integral,

Ei(r,t) = Jdkx Ei(kx) exp(ik#x - icot) (3.9)

where k = ( k x , 0 , k z ) ,  then the expression for the perturbed current density becomes,

J l  = J d k x  Z(kx,x) • Ei(kx) exp(ik • x - icot) (3.10)

where,

r  0

s  = - mo d^u dx—̂  exp^i [sin(Qx/y-0 ) + sin0 ] + ikzUzX/y - imxj

(3.11)

or using equations (3.6) to express 0f(/3u' in terms of cylindrical co-ordinates.

r 0

d^u d x - r3fo
mo 7 ^dux

-C O

cos (9 -n t/y ), ^  sin (e-Qt/y),
dux duz

X e x p f i ^ ^  [sin(nx/y-0 ) + sin 0 ] + ikzUzX/y- icox ] . (3.12)

We now make use of the identity,
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(3.13)

which enables us to express the conductivity tensor as,

2 = l 2 n
n = -oo

where.

En = mo

r  0  

d^u ^dx- ^
Y

% 0  p Q  ,  / k y U i A  9 f o  , . / k x U | \  9 f p  / k x U .L \ '

3uxkxux^"[a J’aui \ a  j ’3uz " U  j

X expfi sin 6  - in0 '| exp - — (ory - k̂ Uz - n£2 )
I  ^  J I Y

(3.14)

It is at tliis point that we include the gyrokinetic coixection.

As discussed earlier the Larmor frequency of the electrons should be calculated, 

not at their position (x), but at their gyrocentres (x+uj_sin6 /Oo)- Generally, the effect can 

be ignored and we may take Q = Oo, but in the rapidly varying resonant part of the x 

integral the effect becomes important. Here we must take.

Q. -  fJo(x+ujLsin0 /Qo) = ^^0 - u  sin0 (3.15)

g i v i n g .
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coy - kzUz - uH = (co - nQ.o) - kzu% + — ̂  + sin0

(3.16)

where, -  M-
00 - n£2 o

CO
a  = N z -, hn

coL ’

2 c2  

^  = ~2  
"t

and ut is the mean square thermal speed defined by ut=V2Te/mo. It should also be noted 

here that 5n is a spatially dependent quantity. Inserting this expression into the resonant 

term in (3.14) and changing the variable Of integration in the second integral to t = 

-coT/jiiy, we have,

2 n = - ^  ŷ exp(i^nt) jd^u n

f9 fo  P^O ,  ykxu±\  9fp . y' /kxuj_\ 9fp ,  /kxUL\'

3ux kxPX Qo r  aux " I  Ü 0 J ’ a u /T  Op j

X expf i (kx+hnt) ^  sin 0 - in0^ exp^ (3.17)

As we are considering the weakly relativistic regime we assume a non-reiativistic 

MaxweUian initial distribution function.
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fo = no 7C"3 /2  exp(-u2/u^). (3.18)

Using this and reapplying the identity (3.13) gives.

Zn = -  jd t  exp(i^nt) fd^u 2 n  -3/2 expf - 2iat ̂ - ( 1  - i t ) ^
mo CÛQ J ^

(nQo)2  . n^o ,
J nJn m_L :----- -— - JiJnkx (kx+hnt)

.  nOo , 
l U j .  ——  J nJ n

hQq j  j  
Uz-j—  Jn^n

kx+hnt

2 t't'

iuj_Uz Jn̂ n

nao

m±^z JnJn

2 T Tllg. JnJn

(3.19)

The Bessel functions have arguments kxUx/Qo and (kx+hnt)ux/ao respectively. The 

velocity integral can be simplified further by taking the quadratic exponent and 

completing the square with the substitution

(3.20)

to give,
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En =
no q2 }l 
mo û)

expfent - .

at • d_i t ) 5/2 ' Ja3U 2lt-3« exp(- U2)

p  (1 - it) T T 4,,. n ( l  - it)^^ t' t  ̂ ^JnJn m± —:----:—:— Jn^n " —---:—:— JnJn
kx (kx+hnt) p2

n ( l - i t ) l /2  ,
lUX—   JnJn

kxP

iant 
kx P

( k x + h n t )  p

_ 2  t' t' Uj_ Jn^n

a  t
(l-it)l/2 UX Jn Jn

( k x + h n t )  p

a  t
ux JnJn

(u2 - ^ ) V n

(3.21)

where kxpUx(l-it)“l̂ 2 and (kx+hnt)pUx(l-it)"^/2 are now the ai'guments of the Bessel 

functions. The 0 and u  ̂integrals can now be performed trivially to give,

E n  —
no
mo (0

r oo
®xpl l^nt - ï n î  I (• /  2 \

at \i.y t)5 /2  aU l 4 U i exp( - )

k x  ( k x + h n t )  p 2

kx P

iant
kxp

JnJn

( k x + h n t )  p

a  t

(l-it)l/2 UxJnJn

( k x + h n t )  p

a  t

f i  T I
2̂ ■ 1 - iP

(3.22)
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Thus, the required term in Maxwell's equation can be expressed as,

icoM,oJi(x) =
n=-co

dkx exp(ikxx)
exp(i^nt -

dt ^  _ jg5 /2  C!n(kx,t) • Ei(kx)

where.

Cn = e-^ X

(3.23)

A,
In

2 iant
k x p

2 iant
( k x + h n t )  p

In

In 1 - it ((^x+bnt) In kx In)

In - +  2  (1 - it))^*^ " In - (kx+hnt) In)

and

X =
i kx (kx+hnt)p2

1 - it
g, co-nOo , naoF 
5n = i t  , hn= -

CÙ coL

an — G(P + np
2  r

X T  C  2 pot -  Nz , p, — ,
^  Uj

P = J l
Qo

and the modified Bessel functions all have argument X,

Equation (3.23) gives us an expression for the response of the plasma which when 

inserted into Maxwell's equations (3.2) gives us a complete integro-differential equation
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describing high frequency wave propagation in a weakly relativistic plasma in the 

presence of an inhomogeneous magnetic field. However, the equation is too complicated 

in this foim to be solved even numerically.

Firstly, the equation contains an infinite summation, over n, which represents the 

different harmonics in the response of the plasma. For non-resonant terms thermal effects 

are not important and we may approximate such terms by their cold plasma response. As 

the separation of the resonances is given by An = L/n and the width of these resonances 

is given by ô = L/p, then provided p > n, which as p »  1 will be the case for the 

significant lower harmonic resonances, the resonances do not overlap. This means we 

need only deal with one resonance (%) and keep only the n=Ur term in the summation in 

(3.23), replacing all others by their cold plasma (k% p -+ 0) approximation.

More importantly, we can reduce the equation to a simple linear ordinary 

differential equation by expanding Cn into a polynomial in k^ and t. This can be done by 

using the ordering (2.30). When such a polynomial is inserted back into (3.23) the result 

is a differential expression for the response of the plasma which when substituted back 

into (3.2) gives a differential wave equation.
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4. DERIVATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL WAVE EQUATIONS.

As discussed before the general wave equation, derived in chapter two, is too 

complicated to solve in itself and so instead we expand it into a differential equation.

4.1 The General Technique.

For a given resonance we may take the cold plasma contribution from the non

resonant part of the dielectric tensor together with higher order terms from the resonant 

part. The expansion is ordered in terms of the small parameter 8, discussed in chapter 2.

The procedure is to take our general wave equation (3.23) and expand the matrix 

Cn(kx,t) using the ordering,

kxP -  8 , hnpt -  8 and a  -  1 (4.1)

(see section 2.2.2). Doing this results in a polynomial in k% and t, and we can produce a 

differential equation for the perturbed current density (Ji) from this by noting the relation,

Jdkx Ei(kx) exp(ik*x - icot)
exr ^

dt- “ (ikx)i (it)”

= i yp+5/2, m ( Çn . an )  (4.2)

where the 9^’s are the relativistic plasma dispersion functions (RPDF's), developed by 

Dnestrovskii et al (1964) and Shkarofsky (1966). The definitions of these functions, 

along with some important relations, are given in the appendix.
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In effect the RPDF's represent a resonance that is broadened by relativistic mass 

increase as well as by other processes, associated with the second argument (an), which 

are linearly dependent on velocity. From (3.23) we see that the second argument is given 

by.

i„ = a2 + 0 ^ J , (4.3)

which has two components. The first ( | L i  ) is due to the Doppler broadening 

and the second ( |  hjp^ ) is due to the gyrokinetic broadening. As we discussed in chapter

2, the gyrokinetic broadening is usually negligible compared with relativistic or Doppler 

broadening. Here we see that the second term is of order and so can in fact be ignored 

(i.e. an = a^).

Derivatives acting on the RPDF's can be expressed in terms of spatial derivatives 

by noting that to leading order,

(h „ )» > y q ,m (4 n ,in N 2 )  = (h„)” ^  ~ (4.4)

Once derived in this fashion, the expression for the perturbed cunent density can 

be used to produce a differential wave equation by inserting into Maxwell's equations 

(3.2) which, with the ordering of (4.1) become.

0)2
iCùjioJix + “y  Fix = 0 , (4.5)

+ iœnoJiy + ^ E i y  = 0 , (4.6)
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+ iWMoIlz + = 0 ,  (4.7)

as derivatives with respect to z are of relative order N% e .

4.1.1 Cold plasma terms.

As we have said, the non-resonant components of the perturbed current density 

may be represented by their cold plasma approximations. From the cold plasma theory of 

section 2 .1 .1 . we see that the expressions for the perturbed current densities are,

. mO ®D (4.9)

icop.oJlz = - - f  Elz . (4.10)c^

We shall now derive the full wave equations for several specific cases. We shall 

pay special attention to the perpendicular 0 -mode at the fundamental as it is the simplest 

case and consequently has been dealt with by many other authors enabling us to make 

comparisons between our results and theirs.
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4,2 Perpendicular Propagation.

At perpendicular incidence the wave equation decouples into an equation for the 

perpendicular field (Eix,Eiy), representing the extraordinary mode, and an equation for 

the parallel field (Eiz), representing the ordinary mode.

4.2.1 The O-mode at the fundamental resonance.

To describe the O-mode we need only consider the zz element of the plasma 

response. Following the general procedure outlined in 4.1, we begin by writing down the 

general expression for Cn, which in this case only involves Czzn,given by,

Czzn = e-^In- (4.11)

For the fundamental we require the n=l term, which expanded to 0(e2) is,

We then insert this back into our general wave equation (3.23) and solve, using the 

identity (4.2). Combined with the cold plasma term (4.10) this gives us the following 

expression for the perturbed current density,

iOpoJlz = - ^ ^ F 7 / 2 ( 4 l ) ^ j ^  +

(4.13)

This is then inserted into Maxwell's equation (4.7) to give, after noting the identity (4.3),
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d
dx

1 f1 + 9 —&F7/2 ILL
2 q ^  I

CO - Q q

CO

\ dEiz . +
 ̂0)2 - COp

dx c2y . V y
Elz = 0 04 14)

the full wave equation for the O-mode propagating perpendicularly through the 

fundamental resonance. This is exactly the equation derived by Maroli et al (1986).

Comparing with the equation produced by the inverse Fourier transform method 

(2.26) we see that we now have an extra term consisting of a derivative of the RPDF. In 

fact all equations produced by this method differ from those produced by the inverse 

Fourier transform method by terms which consist of derivatives acting on the equilibrium 

distribution functions and these terms aie the very ones necessary for energy conservation 

which we shall discuss in greater detail in chapter 5. It is interesting to note that despite 

the lack of energy conservation in (2.26) the equation does still give the correct values for 

the transmission, reflection and absorption coefficients. This is because the spatial 

derivative of any solution of (4.14) is a solution of (2.26).

To gain some analytical insight into the properties of our equation (4.14) we can 

attempt a WKB solution. This amounts to solving the equation,

2  p.2 dx i k y  + 0 , 04T5)

where, if we choose the resonance to lie at x=0, the RPDF's have argument = p,x/L . 

To pre-empt any confusion, we should contrast the WKB solution of our full wave 

equation (given by equation (4.15)), which includes the gyrokinetic correction, with the

standard WKB equation (2.15). Assuming the absorption is weak we may expand kx as 

ko + ôk , where ko is the cold pla

gives the imaginary part of ôk as,

ko + ôk , where ko is the cold plasma solution (k^c^ = - 0 )̂  , see equation (2.5)). This
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i “ pSki = - 4 ^ k o Im (F7/2 ) - Re (F7/2 ) J . (4.16)

The first pai't of this expression is the standard term we would get by the WKB method, 

whereas the second term is due to the gyrokinetic correction. Its relevance is dependent 

on the factor ji/koL which is essentially the ratio of the wavelength to the absorption 

width. If we look now at the optical depth then we see that, as the second term in Ôk i is 

a spatial derivative of a function that tends to zero either side of the resonance (A. 17) and 

so will integrate across the plasma to zero, only the first term will contribute, giving.

X = 2 f dx ôk I = y  —̂  , (4.17)

where we have used the identity (A. 18) for the imaginary part of the Dnestrovskii 

function. This then is the same value for the optical depth that we would obtain without 

the gyrokinetic correction. However, if we look at the absorption profiles from (4.16) 

(Figures (4.1a) and (4.1b), for high field incidence (ko > 0) and low field incidence (ko < 

0) respectively) we see that the second term has made a significant contribution. In both 

cases the dotted line represents the standard result and the solid line the new profile. For 

high field incidence the peak absorption is now sti’onger and, to compensate this, we have 

a region of emission, energy passing from the plasma to the wave, which extends below 

the resonance (Q<co). This local emission is not due to energy actually being lost by the 

plasma, but is instead identified as the excess of energy absorbed around the absorption 

peak redistributed by a kinetic energy flux in the plasma. The second term in equation

(4.16) then, represents this kinetic energy flux. For low field incidence the gyrokinetic 

correction has the reverse effect, with excess energy being absorbed below the resonance
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and flowing to the peak, reducing the nett absorption there. In chapter 5 we shall perform 

a more exact full wave calculation of energy flows.

High field incidence Low field incidence

Gyrokinetic profile 
Standard profile

Incident woveIncident wove

-2- 1 2  -1 0  - 8  - 6
X scded to absorption width

2-2—12 —10 —8 —6
X acoled to absorption width

Figures 4.1a and 4.1b

WKB absorption profiles for ji/koL = 0.7

Finally, we wish to compare our result (4.14) with the earlier work of Cairns et al

(1991) which, as discussed earlier, included the gyrokinetic correction but did not account

for relativistic effects. As here, they derived an equation for the O-mode propagating

perpendicularly through the fundamental which had an absorption profile due to

gyrokinetic broadening. To reproduce this we must consider a regime in which

gyrokinetic broadening is dominant and so can not be ignored in our expression for the

RPDF. This will mean that in (4.14) the Dnestrovskii function should be replaced by the 
generalised Dnestrovskii function IT(Çi, -  h^ p ̂ ). For gyrokinetic absorption to

dominate the second argument must be much greater than one in the resonance region, 

which amounts to the condition.

»  1 . (4.18)
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If this condition is satisfied then if we take the resonance to lie at x=0 (that is, we take 

= œ(l - x/L) as our expression for the cyclotron frequency) and note the relation 

(A. 18), our wave equation becomes.

d
dx 1 +

pL (0.

4 Z(x/p) dEiz
dx

co  ̂ - CO
+ Elz = 0 , tU 9 )

y

the equation produced by Cairns et al (1991). However, according to our ordering (4.1), 
the second argument ^ hj p2 -  , which reflects the fact that the condition (4.18) is

almost never satisfied in any physical situation.

4.2.2 The O-mode at the fundamental resonance with k^ # 0.

Our derivation of the general wave equation (3.23) did not consider propagation 

in the y-direction. There was no theoretical reason for this, the theory is perfectly capable 

of accommodating such propagation. However its inclusion results in a further 

summation over Bessel functions and so its omission was made to enable us to illustrate 

the theory whilst keeping the algebra as simple as possible.

In chapter 7, however, we illustrate how the theory can be extended to further 

geometries and, as an example, derive the wave equation for the ordinary mode 

propagating through the fundamental perpendicularly to the magnetic field but obliquely 

to the gradient. As we shall be solving this numerically in chapter 6, we shall include it 

here for completeness.
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dx
1

1 +
"0

dx I

^ “ ” ''-kyF7/2 + k y ^
0)2-CÔ  ^

+ Elz = 0 ,

(4.20)

where the relativistic plasma distribution functions all have p, (l-f^o/co) as their argument. 

Clearly, in the limit ky  -» 0 this equation does tend to (4.14) the equation for 

propagation purely in the x-direction.

4.2.3 The X-mode at the first harmonic resonance.

The calculation for the X-mode at the fundamental and, nearby, first harmonic 

resonances requires the derivation of the xx, xy, yx and yy elements. To second order in £ 

the Cl matrix elements are,

Cxxl
1 p2^x + kxhit
2 " T  1 -  it  ’

0 4 .2 1 )

1. i p2 2k^ + kxhit 
<-xyl ~ 2 I -  4 1 - it (4.22)

^  j  j p2 2k^ + 3kxhit + hjt2
C y x l ^  “ 2  ̂ "4  n t 0L23)

. p 2  3k ^  +  3 k x h it  +  h& 2

C y y i -  I -  T —  T k ---------- (4.24)
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which we combine with the n = -l elements (which differ only by a sign, calculated by 

noting the positions of the n's in (3.23) along with the identity h_i = - hi) to give a full 

expression for the perturbed current density. When combined with Maxwell's equations 

(Equations (4.5) and (4.6)) we have the full wave equations,

- h J ( ^ F 7 / 2 ( S ) ^ ^  H- P J 1 f ; ^ ( A ) ^  H- iF 5/2(S)E u

+ + iiF 5 /2 (A )E iy )

+ ^ E i x  = 0, (4.25)

- i(|F5/2(A) + ^ f "^(A )]e u  + ¥ f 7 / 2 ( S ) ^

+ + f|F5/2(S) + ^ F ; ^ ( S ) l E i y  )

co-̂
+ ^ E i y  = 0, (4.26)

where Fq(S) = Fq(Çi) + Fq(^_i) and Fq(A) = Fq(Çi) - Fq(%_i). It should be noted 

here, that the cold plasma contribution to the perturbed current density is due to the n=l 

and n= -1 harmonics and does not have to be included in our expressions explicitly.
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4.2.4 The X-mode at the second harmonic resonance.

For the second harmonic resonance we must calculate the four elements of the C 

matrix for n=2. To second order, these elements are,

C k x 2  ~  ( 4 - 2 7 )

Cxy2 -  ^  T :% —  . (4.28)

Cyx2  -  - ^  ^  ^ . ( 4 . 29)

Cy y2 ~  f  . (4 .3 0 )

which, when inserted in (3.23) and combined with the cold plasma terms (equations (4.8) 

and (4.9)) and Maxwell's equations (equations (4.5) and (4.6)), give the following system 

of wave equations.

+ ^ E i x  = 0, (4.31)
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-  - f  F 7 / 2 ( W ^  - ^ F 7 / 2 ( ^ 2 ) ^

+ )  + | - E ly  = 0. (4.32)

4.3 Oblique Propagation.

Here, we must include the xz, yz, zx and zy elements, which are no longer non

zero, leaving us with a system of thi*ee second order differential equations which describe 

both the ordinary and extraordinary modes. Our RPDF's now become the full Shkarofsky

broadening of the absolution profile.

functions, of the form IF p ) , which describe both relativistic and Doppler

4.3.1 The X-mode at the first haimonic resonance.

Expanding Ci and C-i to second order, once more, we find that the xx, xy, yx and 

yy elements are the same as those given in equations (4.21), (4.22), (4.23) and (4.24). The 

other elements are.

(4.33)

(4.35)
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Czyl
gpkxt + hit^ 
2 1 -it (4.36)

Czzl
p2k^ + kxhit a^p2k^t2 + kxhit3
_  _ _  _ 2 1 - it 0437)

The wave equation is then calculated, as before, by inserting these terms in our general 

wave equation (3.23), to calculate the perturbed current density, and then inserting this in 

Maxwell's equations (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7). The resulting system of wave equations is.

- P ̂  0  T  3̂ 7/2(S) ̂  + V  ^7/2(A) ^  + I SF5/2(S) Eix

:P d^Eiv , , P^hi dEiv , 1,
4- i ^ y 7 / 2 ( A ) ^  + i 2 + ^iy5/2(A )E iy

lap dEi ) 0)4
0438)

(-4 ^  7/2(A) d^Eix . 3p2hi dEb
dx^

-  1 I  y 5/2(A) + 3t:^^(A)]eix + ¥ ^ 7 / 2 ( 8 ) ^

dEb Ep

ap dEi ) 0 )4

0439)
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^  ■ F » > )  ^  ^  V  B . - ¥

- ^ 3 r ; ^ ( A ) E i y  - ($ ^ 7 /2 (5 )  +

- + 0  + § E u  = 0.

(4.40)

where, 3^,(8) = tE q(4 i, 1 1 4  N^ ) + ^ , ( ^ 1 , 5  M- )
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5. ENERGY CONSERVATION.

Having derived the differential wave equations describing electromagnetic waves 

in a plasma at different resonances, we are now in a position to discuss more precisely 

what is meant by the analysis being self-consistent in teims of the equations conserving 

energy.

To do this we must derive the energy equation for the wave-plasma interaction, 

which is second order. This results in a considerable complication of the mathematics and 

so we shall deal here only with the simplest case that of the ordinary mode with 

perpendicular* propagation through the fundamental resonance.

5.1 The Energy Equation.

The energy equation for a plasma is derived by taking the Vlasov equation (2.12), 

multiplying by the kinetic energy (T) and integrating over all velocities. The resulting 

equation is,

E « J  = P + V * S ,  (5.1)

where,

P = I  T f(r,u,t), (5.2)

is the power absorbed by the plasma from the electromagnetic fields (clearly, if it is 

negative it represents power flowing from the plasma to the electromagnetic fields), and,

S = Jd^u T V f(r,u,t), (5.3)
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is the kinetic power flux (or sloshing flux), which represents kinetic power flowing 

around the plasma. If we integrate across the whole plasma the V * S term vanishes 

which represents the conservation of kinetic energy in the plasma.

To describe energy flow in a plasma wave (where terms are taken to go as 

we must take the second order energy equation, averaged over time, which is,

iR e  (E*i • J i)  = P + V • S , (5.4)

where P and S are now second order terms.

5.2 The O-Mode Propagating Perpendicularly through the Fundamental.

As discussed earlier, we shall now derive the energy equation for the O-Mode at 

the fundamental for perpendicular propagation. If we look at equation (5.4) teim by term 

we see that, as we derived J i  in section 4.2.1 (equation (4.13)), the first term (the power 

flow from the wave to the plasma) can be trivially calculated. It remains then only to 

calculate the other two terms.

5.2.1 Power Absorption.

We begin by calculating the power absorbed by the plasma. To do this we must 

look at the second order Vlasov equation,

?  = + + (5.5)
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The first order terms are all harmonic in time - with frequency m - and so the second 

order distribution function is, as pointed out by Maioli et al (1988), of the form

f2 (x,u,t) = g(x,u) t + h(x,u,t), (5.6)

where h is again harmonic in time with frequency 2o).

The secular term, g, comes from the absorption of the wave energy by the plasma 

and the only non-zero contribution to it comes from the first term on the right hand side 

in (5.5) combined with the resonant component of fi.

27t/£2o 
q Qq  ̂
^4-n

6
(5.7)

By the analysis of chapter 3 we can express the resonant component of fi as.

flR  = dkx J d t  FR(kx,t,u) Eiz(kx) exp(ikxX + i^it) , (5.8)

where = p(co-nGlo)/® and.

FR(kx.t.u) =

If we substitute this into (5.7) and use the Fourier expression, given in (3.9), for Eiz , then 

we may write g as.
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g = Re dkv dkx Jdt ex p (i(k x -k i)x  +  iÇ it) 9(kx,k»t,u) Eiz(kx) E 'lz (k x ),

(5.9)

where.
2tc/Qo

9  =
1 q ÜQ 
2mo27c

dT 9 E r ( M  e x p fi ( k r & ; + h i t ) u i  e)^
Buz l ^0

^  1 P- J /kxUXN j^ pcxUx') ^ p fo
 ̂ Û) V H o j  (  Ü o  ^U: du.

expr . .  u2S)it

V V

X expf  (kx-dkx+ h it) u i

Qo
sin 0 (5.10)

The power absorbed by the plasma can now be calculated from g by,

m o u 2  g

= Re dkv dkx Jdt exp(i(kx-kx)x + i%it) F(kx,k»t,u) Eiz(kx) E * z(k x ),

(5.11)

where.
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Jd3„u2
>  •’ l , Q o  j  1 , ^ 0  j

r'(kx-dkx+ hit)u.L~) 3

ÛO 3u,
9fb f.
3u.

exp

(5.12)

Proceeding in the same way as chapter 3 we assume a Maxwellian distribution and make 

the variable change u' = (u/ut) (l-it)k2 and perform the 0 and Uz integrations to give,

F y O |i
4 Q) (l-it)^/2

^ k x p u iV  ( kxpuj.
d u x u i Ji (1-it) Jl (l-it)l/2^

X Jo
f(k x -d k rit)P S l) ,^ p (,„ 2 ) (5.13)

We now expand the Bessel functions out (see Appendix) to lowest order in the parameter 

8 (according to the ordering of (2.20)) which enables us to perform the u_l integration,

p  _ k*k;
4 CO (1

^ J d u x u l e x p ( - u 2 )

k x k x

^ CO (1-it) 2/2
(5.14)

This is now inserted back into the expression for the power absorbed (5.11), and the 

integrals can now be performed, using techniques similar to those in section 4.1, to give.
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|ip4 
^  CO

ImF7/2(4l)
dEi
dx C5H5)

This is the power absorbed irreversibly by the plasma and we may make the following 

observations based on the properties of RPDF's , given in equation A. 17. As Im Fq < 0 

for all real arguments, the real part of P is positive definite and so power always flows 

from the wave to the plasma, as we would expect for a plasma in thermal equilibrium. 

Further, as Im Fq = 0 for positive real argument, no power is absorbed in the region 

where the electrons Larmor frequency is below the resonant frequency.

5.2.2 The Energv Equation.

Returning to the energy equation (5.4) and inserting the expression for the 

perturbed current density (4.13), we see that the time averaged equation for energy flow 

in the plasma is given by,

®nS0iin2 dEi[^
dx

(5.16)

We see that the expression for the energy flow is made up of two components. The first 

term we have already identified, in (5.12), as the power absorbed by the plasma. The 

remaining second term, is then, the kinetic power flux (V • S) term. We see that it is 

indeed a derivative and integrates across the plasma to zero.
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5.3 Self Consistency.

Having derived an energy conservation equation for our wave equation, we have 

shown that our equations are self consistent in the sense that they conserve energy. This 

should be contrasted with the wave equation produced by the inverse Fourier transform 

method (2.19),

1 +
d^EIz
dx2 Eb 0 . (5.17)

The energy equation for this would be.

dx

+ ImF7/2(4l)55^ dxCÛ
(5.18)

The first term can once again be identified as the power absorbed - by an analysis similar 

to section 5.2.1 - which should mean that the second term is due to the kinetic flux. 

However, it is clearly not a derivative and does not integrate across the plasma to zero, 

which indicates that the wave equation does not conserve energy. In this way we can say 

that the analysis, ignoring gyrokinetic effects, is not self consistent.

Although we shall not do so here, by forming an energy equation for the general 

wave equation (3.23) and calculating the corresponding power absorbed (in a manner 

similiar to section 5.2.1), it can be shown that all equations produced by our method are 

energy conserving, whereas those produced by a simple inverse Fourier transform are
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generally not. The reason for this is that the inverse Fourier transform method ignores 

derivatives that should be acting on the equilibrium resonance functions (i.e. the RPDF's). 

Including the gyrokinetic correction in our analysis means that these derivatives are 

included in our final wave equations or, more precisely, tells us where to place the 

derivatives with respect to the perturbed electric field and the equilibrium resonance 

functions. If we look once more at (5.17) and (4.14), the equations produced by the two 

methods, we see that our method has shown us that one of the derivatives in (5.17) should 

be placed to the left of the bracketed term and so act also on the RPDF.
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6. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS.

Having obtained wave equations, in chapter four, which describe the propagation 

of plasma waves through resonances of interest for tokamak heating, we now wish to 

solve them numerically. This requires the integrating of the equations across their 

resonance which can, especially for the fourth and sixth order equations, require large 

amounts of computing time. The numerical integration was performed using a finite- 

difference method available through the NAG library. Before looking at our results we 

shall consider the question of boundary conditions.

6.1 Boundary conditions.

We wish then to use the equations of chapter four to analyse, numerically, the 

propagation of waves through electron cyclotron resonances. To do so we must consider 

the boundary conditions for the various equations. Essentially, we wish to consider the 

effects of a single mode being launched into the system and measure the extent to which 

it is reflected or mode converted. In all cases our method is basically the same and starts 

from our assumption that away from resonance our WKB model, of section 2.2.1, 

applies.

Starting with the O-mode, we have a second order differential equation (4.14) 

which requires two complex boundary conditions. If we take the asymptotic limit to the 

WKB approximation (equation (4.15)) of the full wave equation, we have.

%
2

+ = 0 '  (6.1)
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which is plotted in figure (6.1). We see that far from resonance, as x-->±oo, we have four 

wave branches, two inwardly propagating and two outwardly propagating. Of the 

inwardly propagating branches; the left hand one corresponds to a high field incident 

(HFI) wave and the right hand one to a low field incident (LFI) wave. Our boundary 

conditions are then, to set one of these branches to zero and one to unit amplitude, 

dependent upon which direction of propagation we wish to analyse. Information on the 

transmission and reflection can then be calculated from the amplitude of the outgoing 

waves.

Dispersion Relation

HFI

LFI

Figure 6.1

Dispersion relation for the O-mode at perpendicular propagation

For the X-mode the situation is complicated by the existence of the Bernstein 

wave. Our full wave equation is now of fourth order and so requires four complex
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boundary conditions. If we take the asymptotic limit of the WKB solution to such 

equations (either equations (4.25,26) or equations (4.31,32)) our dispersion relation takes 

the form.

i ( A k ^  + Bfc2 + c )  + ( k ^ k ^  = 0 . (6:2)

where ko is the wave number for the cold X-mode. A model dispersion relation for such 

an equation is plotted in figure (6.2). We see that, far from resonance, we now have six 

wave branches, three inwardly and three outwardly propagating. The four closest to the 

axis correspond to the X-mode and the other two correspond to the Bernstein mode.

Dispersion relation

HFI

LFI

Figure 6.2

Dispersion relation for the X-mode at perpendicular propagation
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The Bernstein mode tends, in the limit to the form x. For x>0 this

gives us two wave branches, but for x<0 the mode is evanescent and we have an 

exponentially growing and exponentially decaying solution. So, our boundary conditions 

are to set one of the X-mode incoming waves to zero and one to unity (dependent on 

which we wish to analyse), the incoming Bernstein wave to zero and the exponentially 

growing (physically unreal) mode to zero. This gives us the required four boundary 

conditions, two on either side of the resonance.

Dispersion relation

HFI

LFI

Figure 6.3

Dispersion relation for oblique propagation

Finally, for oblique propagation through the fundamental, we have an asymptotic 

dispersion relation of the form,
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i  (Ak« + Bk^ + Ck^ + d )  + (k^ - k^^,) (1^ - k^p = 0 . (6.3)

where kord is the wave number for the cold 0-mode and kex is the wave number for the 

cold X-mode. Looking at the model dispersion relation, in figure (6.3), we see we now 

have ten wave branches. The eight nearest the axis represent the 0-mode and X-mode, 

with the two outer branches representing the Bernstein mode. Once again the Bernstein 

mode is evanescent as x->-oo, and has a physically umeal solution. Thus, our boundary 

conditions are to set one of the four incoming waves in the ordinary or extra-ordinary 

modes to one, the other three to zero, the incoming Bernstein wave to zero and the 

exponentially growing solution to zero. This gives us the required six boundary 

conditions.

6.1 ECRH at the fundamental resonances

As discussed earlier, a large amount of experimental work has and is being cairied 

out into the use of electron cyclotron heating as an auxiliary heating scheme for 

tokamaks. One experimental reactor which currently uses such a scheme is COMPASS. 

We shall take its parameters (given in table 6.1) for the purpose of this study.

Table 6.1

Typical parameters for COMPASS

Magnetic field 2.4 T

Electron density 10^  ̂ - 5 x IQl^ m"^

Electron temperature 600 eV - 3 keV

Major radius 0.557 m

Minor radius 0.10 m
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6.1.1 O-mode heating at the fundamental resonance.

We consider first heating through an ordinary wave launched perpendicularly to 

the magnetic field at the fundamental resonance. Previous experiments (for instance the 

work by Efthimion et al (1980) on the Princeton Large Torus) have shown that energy 

can be absorbed very effectively by such a method. WKB theory predicts that the opacity 

is given by.

X = 2 J dx 5k (6/0

and so for significant absorption we require that the absorption width L/|li is of the order 

of the wavelength.

High field incidence Low field incidence

Incident wove

0.5-

Reflected wove 
(R»t2QXÎ0-«)

0.40.0

1.0-

0.5-
Tronamitted wave 

(T-0.557)

0.4OJZ-0 .4 0.0
X scaled to minor radius X sooted to minor rodius

Figures 6,4a and 6.4b

Wave profiles for O-mode at the 

fundamental, no = 10^9 m-3, T = 600eV, 

B = 2.4 T and L = 0.557 m.
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In figures 6.4a and 6.4b we see two wave profiles for ordinary waves passing through the 

fundamental, as calculated by integrating equation (4.14). Qualitatively, we see that our 

results are in agreement with WKB theory. For high field incidence we have negligible 

reflection (R=l.20x10"^) and so the energy is either transmitted or absorbed. For low 

field incidence, however, we do see (through its interference with the incident wave) 

significant reflection (R=4.11xl0’3). However, we note that this reflection is less than 

would be predicted by WKB theory (R=0.196) and also that, although the transmission 

coefficients for the high and low field incidence are in close agreement (to about 2%), the 

high field transmission is slightly larger (generally the case).

Looking in more detail at the power absorption, given in figures 6.5a and 6.5b, we 

see the local emission discussed in chapter four. As predicted, for high field incidence we 

see a region ahead of the resonance in which energy is flowing from the plasma to the 

wave.

High field incidence Low field incidence

 Power flow to plasma
 Power absorbed by plasma

hcident woveIncident wave

0.2 0.4 -0 .4 0.4- 0.2 0.2■0.2-0 .4
minor radius X scaled tc minor axisX scaled to

Figures 6.5a and 6.5b

Power profiles for O-mode at the 

fundamental, no = 10^^ m“3, T = 600eV, 

B = 2.4 T and L = 0.557 m.
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However, we reiterate that this is not due to any source of free energy within the plasma, 

but rather the return of the excess of energy absorbed at the absorption peak. For low 

field incidence we see the reverse case, in which an excess of energy is absorbed ahead of 

the resonance and returned at the absorption peak. We also note that the absorption 

profiles themselves differ for varying incidence, a fact that is shown more clearly in 

figure 6.6 where the profiles have been plotted on the same axes.

HFI
LFI

D.

Xi

0,10.050.0-0.05-0.15 — 0,1- 0,2
X scaled to minor axis

Figure 6.6

Absorption profiles for O-mode at the 

fundamental, no = m~3, T = 600eV,

B = 2.4 T and L = 0.557 m.

In general, however, we have good agreement between the full wave equations 

and the WKB model. Figure 6.7 shows the absorption occurring at various temperatures
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with typical COMPASS parameters, the boxes indicating the full wave results and the 

curve the WKB theory.

1.0-1

0,9-

0.8

kO .7-

0 .6 -

0.5

0.4
3.02.52.01.50.5 1.00.0

Temperature (keV)

Figure 6.7

Absorption for O-mode at the fundamental, 

no=10l5m-3,B = 2.4T,

L = 0.557 m and low field incidence.

Despite higher than predicted absorption at higher temperatures, the fit is close. This is 

principally due to the low level of reflection for all parameters.

For propagation oblique to the gradient (equation (4.20)), we see similar results. 

Reflection is slight and transmission is in good agreement with WKB theory. As we
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increase the wave number perpendicular to the gradient (ky) absorption decreases and 

transmission increases until cut-off is reached (figure (6.8)).

l,On

0.8 -

Transmission

0.6 -

Absorption0.4-

0.2

0.0
0.6 0.70.50.40.30.20.10.0

Ny

Figure 6.8

Profiles for O-mode at the fundamental 

no = 1.2X 1019 m-3, B = 2.4 T, T=600 eV, 

L = 0.557 m and low field incidence.

6.1.2 X-mode heating at the first harmonic resonance.

We look now at heating at the first harmonic resonance. Here, the wave dynamics 

are dominated by the interaction between the first harmonic and the nearby upper-hybrid 

resonance. In cold plasma theory, the first harmonic (co=0) cancels from the equations 

and we are left instead with the upper-hybrid resonance (0 )=V(ù^+O%. For C0p<O , the

case of interest in heating schemes, the two resonances lie close together. One result of
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the cancelling of the cold plasma effect of the first harmonic is that, in WKB theory, the 

resonance is an order lower than those of fundamental O-mode or second harmonic X- 

mode heating, being given by,

, 4 r

V

(6.5)

which is, in general, small (t 10‘3 for typical COMPASS parameters).

Table 6.2

Wave coefficients for X-mode at the fundamental.

B = 2.4 T, T=600 eV and L = 0.557 m.

Density

(m-3)

Incidence R T A

2.0x1016 HFI 6.91x10-4 0.352 0.348

2.0x1016 LFI 9.83x10-5 0.360 0.640

1.0x1019 HFI 0.17 7.13x10-2 0.757

1.0x1019 LFI 1.00 1.84x10-13 8.09x10-7

Looking at the results from the full wave equation in the low and high density 

regimes (Table 6.2) we see that for low density (no = 2.GxlQl^ , plasma frequency is well 

below the cyclotron frequency) we have good agreement with WKB theory. Waves, from 

either direction, can tunnel through the evanescent region between the upper-hybrid and 

the cut-off and very little energy is absorbed.

For higher densities (no = 1.0x1 typical of those in COMPASS) the situation 

is more complicated. For the low field case we still have, as we would expect from WKB
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theory, virtually total reflection, which takes place at the cutoff. For high field incidence, 

though, the case is different. Transmission is still low, but reflection is now significantly 

reduced, with a large amount of the wave energy absorbed. This, as noted by Petrillo et al 

(1987), is due to the extraordinary wave being converted to a Bernstein wave at the 

upper-hybrid resonance, and travelling back to the first harmonic resonance where it is 

absorbed. This is illustrated in figure (6.9) where we have plotted the spatial dependence 

of the x-component of the perturbed electric field, in which the Bernstein mode is carried.

High field incidence

• 1.0 ■0.5 0
X scaled to

1.0

Figure 6,9

Wave profile for X-mode at the first 

haimonic, B = 2.4 T, T=600 eV, 

no = 1.0x1019 andL = 0.557 m.
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For oblique propagation we must solve the sixth order wave equation, a process 

that takes considerable computing time primarily because of the small scale of the 

Bernstein wavelengths. The numerical results show good agreement with the previous 

full wave calculation of Lampis et ai (1987), with little conversion from the X-mode to 

the O-mode and correlation with the WKB theory for low field incidence. For high field 

incidence, a similar high absorption to that for perpendicular propagation is seen at small 

angles, which diminishes as the Doppler width approaches the relativistic absorption 

width. In figure (6.10) we illustrate the wave profile for an X-mode with high field launch 

at 0 =5°. We see a similar profile to that of (6.9) with a Bernstein wave propagating back 

to the first haimonic resonance where it is absorbed.

High field incidence

Ex

- 1.0 ■0.5 0
X scaled to

-T -
0.5

idius
1.0

Figure 6.10

Wave profile for X-mode at first harmonic, 

B = 2.4 T, T=600 eV, no = 1.0x1019,

L = 0.557 m and 6 =5”.
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6.1.3 Discussion.

Absorption at the O-mode has been shown to be in line with that predicted by 

WKB theory, both for propagation parallel and oblique to the magnetic field gradient. For 

low field incidence the reflection measured has been shown to be somewhat less than 

WKB would predict.

For the X-mode, we have shown that - consistent with WKB theory - effective 

heating cannot occur for low field incidence. Undoubtedly the most interesting result, 

though, is the large amount of energy which can be absorbed at the fundamental X-mode, 

for high field incidence, when compared with WKB theory. This is known to be a result 

of mode conversion at the fundamental, an effect which cannot be described by WKB 

theory.

6.2 The ECA Diagnostic In The JET Divertor.

In (1993) a pumped divertor was added to the JET experiment. To monitor its 

effectiveness, a number of diagnostics were required, one of which, the Electron 

Cyclotron Absorption (ECA) diagnostic (Smith et al (1992)), involved measuring the 

electron temperature through the absorption of an electron cyclotron wave. The electron 

pressure was calculated from the diagnostic by means of a WKB model and here we wish 

to look at the validity of this using our full wave theory.

A divertor is a device for reducing the impurity levels in a tokamak. By 

impurities, we mean any heavy ions that may be present in the plasma. These usually 

come from the chamber wall and their presence, in even minute concentrations, can have
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serious effects upon the stability of the plasma. A divertor consists of a side chamber to 

the reactor into which the magnetic field lines are deformed. Thus, escaping plasma 

enters the divertor and the impurities aie removed by a pumping system. Such a system 

is currently being added to JET and to measure its effectiveness a number of diagnostics 

are required. A set of typical values for parameters in this divertor is given below.

Table 6.3

Typical parameters for the JET Pumped Divertor.

Magnetic field 3 T

Electron density 10^9 - 2 x 10^0 m"3

Electron temperature 10 - lOOeV

Magnetic field length scale 3 m

Temperature measurements in plasmas are usually done by diagnostics based on 

the principle of electron cyclotron emission (ECE). Such diagnostics are passive and aie 

basically radiation receivers that measure the amount of power emitted by the plasma in a 

given frequency range. The temperature of the plasma can then be calculated from the 

amount of power emitted. However, such diagnostics are only effective if the plasma is 

optically thick (that is to say, T » l ,  where x is the optical depth). To see why this is so 

we need only to consider the case of an optically thin (T «  1) plasma. In such a case, 

energy emitted deeper in the plasma would still reach the sensor without absorption and 

so will contaminate any measurement. In the JET pumped divertor this is certainly the 

case. The plasma is optically thin (T -  0.1, for the second harmonic X-mode) and most of 

the radiation reaching the probe is from the hotter main plasma. As a result, an ECA 

diagnostic was selected.
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To use an ECA diagnostic to measure the temperature of a plasma, a theory must 

be developed for relating the wave transmission to the temperature. The simplest way to 

do this would be through a WKB analysis. If such an analysis were not valid, the 

absorption would be likely to depend in a more complicated way on parameters such as 

the density and magnetic profile. Such a situation would reduce the effectiveness of the 

diagnostic. Here, we use the full wave equation for the second harmonic to test the 

validity of a WKB analysis for the regime of interest.

We wish then to compare the transmission coefficient calculated from WKB 

theory with that of the full wave equation (4.31,32). For a plasma in the presence of a 

linear magnetic field gradient the opacity (x) for the second harmonic resonance, 

calculated from a WKB approximation, is,

T = 27t a2
C O L ( 3 - 2 a 2 ) 2  r 4 ( l - c c 2 ) 2  _  n l / 2

^  \i ( 3 - 4 a 2 ) 2  3 - 4 a 2
(6.6)

as given by Bornatici et al (1983). The transmission coefficient is then calculated from 

this by T=exp(-x).

6.2.1 Results.

Integration of the full wave equations for the X-mode at the second harmonic 

resonance, show little conversion to Bernstein modes with most of the wave energy 

remaining in the X-mode or being absorbed. Consequently, we find good agreement with 

the WKB theory, particularly with regards to the transmission coefficient. Figure (6.11) 

shows the Ex profile for the propagation of a typical wave through the resonance. We see 

evidence of conversion to Bernstein waves in a small layer around the second harmonic
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resonance, but not on the scale of that for the fundamental. This is typical for all such 

profiles.

- 0,1

High field incidence

-0.05
X scaled

Ex

0 0.05
minor radius

0.1

Figure 6.11

Wave profile for X-mode at second 

harmonic, B = 3.0 T, T=100 eV, 

no = 1.0x1019, L = 3.0 m.

Consistency between the WKB and full wave theories was tested over the range of 

parameters for which the diagnostic was to be used and close agreement was found 

throughout. Differences were generally of the order of a few percent, with the largest 

discrepancy being around 7%. In figure (6.12) we illustrate the closeness of the fit 

between WKB theory over a range of densities. We see that the fit is almost exact for 

high transmission and even for low transmission the theories differ by only a few percent.
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In general we also see that the low field incidence fit is closer than that for high field 

incidence.

WKB error in transm ission  co e ffic ien t

LFI

5 2 -

HFICL

108 95 743 62
Density scaled to 10̂ ®

Figure 6.12

Consistency between WKB and full wave 

results for transmission coefficient.

B = 2.4 T, T=100 eV,L = 3 m.

6.2.2 Discussion.

Despite the existence of discrepancies between the WKB theory and the full wave 

calculation, it would appear that WKB is accurate to within the 10% required for the 

diagnostic. Mode conversion to Bernstein waves is clearly taking place but, as opposed to
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the fundamental resonance, this is not affecting the transmission. Indeed, the transmission 

coefficient would appear to be the most rugged of plasma wave parameters.
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7. EXTENSION TO OTHER GEOMETRIES.

The slab model with linear magnetic gradient, used so far, is a much simplified 

version of the actual geometry of a Tokamak plasma. However, this approximation has 

illustrated perfectly adequately the necessity of including the gyrokinetic correction for a 

self consistent treatment of wave propagation in an inhomogeneous plasma. We now 

consider how to extend such an analysis to more complicated geometries by use of the 

gyrokinetic theory.

At this stage the difference between the gyrokinetic correction and the gyrokinetic 

theory should be emphasised to avoid future confusion. The gyrokinetic correction, as 

explained in chapter 2, was introduced by Lashmore-Davies and Dendy (1989) with an 

analysis based on the gyrokinetic theory, but the correction can be used in an analysis 

without the gyrokinetic theory, such as in chapter two of this work.

The gyrokinetic theory, however, is a formalism developed, independently by 

Rutherford and Frieman (1968) and Taylor and Has tie (1968), to describe the propagation 

of electromagnetic waves in general plasma geometries. It is essentially a transformation 

of the equations of kinetic theory from the particle phase space to the more natural 

guiding-centre phase space. A good account can be found in Chen and Tsai (1983) or 

Chen (1987).

The original treatment was non-relativistic, but Tsai et al (1984) extended the 

formalism into the high frequency, hence relativistic, regime. In this chapter it is shown 

how to include the gyrokinetic correction in the gyrokinetic formalism at high 

frequencies, where its appearance is considerably more natural, and so gives a method for 

extending the analysis to more complicated geometries.
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7.1 The Gyrokinetic Formalism.

In this section we review the work of Tsai et al (1984) and the reader is referred to 

this paper. We begin by defining the guiding-centre phase space (X,U) in terms of the 

particle phase space (x,u) by the transformation,

X = x + u X e||/Q , (7.1)

U = (8,|X,a), (7.2)

where jx = u^/2B, e = c^y + qOg/mo; u = yv and U = yV are the relativistic velocities; 

mo is the rest mass; O = qB/mg, e|| = B/B; a  is the gyrophase angle, and,

y = (1 + v2/c2)-l/2 -  i  (g _ q^Q/mo), (7.3)

u j = -2BilI + (8 - q<I>o/mo)2/c2 - c2, (7.4)

= u_L (ei cos a  + 6 2  sin a), (7.5)

with 6 1 , 6 2  and 6|| being the local orthogonal unit vectors. 0Q and B  are the equilibrium 

electrostatic and magnetic field, respectively.

The unperturbed Vlasov Propagator in particle phase space is.

Lu = y —+ u*Vx + (uxQ)*Vu + ;:^yEo*Vu, (7.6)
ot u

and in guiding-centre phase space becomes,
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Ltr —Y ~ + u|| en *Vx + u • (^Bi + + •
dt da

HI A  + Ça 
_ ® d|I -̂L da_

+ yvE *Vx, C7.7)

where.

A,Bj =  u X Vx (e|i/Q)*Vx , CA8)

|v * B + f V x e j * u j .
9̂ 1

(Vx ei)" e i + ^ V x  eii ( u i  x en )
uX da

(7.9)

Eo = - Vx 00, V E = ^ . Ca = - ei sin a  + 6 3  cos a.

(7.10)

VE is clearly the E-field relativistic drift velocity. The equations aie now expanded in 

terms of the small parameter p/L « 1 and solved to first order. The distribution function 

(Eg) is then,

Eg = Fgo + Fgi + 0 (p^/L2) , CMl)

where the equilibrium distribution function (Fgo) is given by.

FgO = Fgo(8 ,|l,X) CA12)
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r distribution function (the a  dependent part, Fgi)

CA13)

>Vxe|| • u_l) - ^ u^Vx • eii

a

i|l ‘ Vxeii

(7.14)

CA15)

(7.16)

;tivistic drift velocity due to gradient and curvature 

Xic drift velocity, incorporating the E-field drift as 

bus becomes,

;8agX V e||/Q )*V x)Fg, (7.17)

(7.18)

onse from the equation by the transfoimation,

C7H9)
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where,

ÔFag = A  . A, XA % A.A l A  , ôA&^®ll-'r7 ^
mo Ô 0 g ~  + (yô0-u||Ô A ii) + — ^ . V x  Fgo , (7.20)

9e

and ôOg and ÔAg are the perturbed field potential and vector potential respectively. 

Equation (7.17) is, thus, of the from,

Lg ÔGg -  - Rg , C^21)

where the expression for Rg is given in Tsai et al (1984) equations (23-29). The 

complexity of Rg makes solution extremely difficult, but we can simplify by introducing 

the ordering,

y Utkii *Vxl -  utle||xVxl -  ini -  0(1), (7.22)

and by expressing the resonant terms, ôGg , in the perturbed current density, in terms of 

their Fourier components with respect to the gyrophase angle, a  ; That is,

ÔGg = X <ôGg>^ exp(-ifa). CA23)

With the further transformation.

<5Gg>^ = ~ ^< 0 \|/g > ^  + <0Hg>^ , (7.24)

where.

0\|/g = yô0g - u «ÔAg , C7.25)
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the final form of the lineaiised Vlasov equation becomes,

<Lg>^ <ôHg>^ — - mo (7.26)

where,

<Lg>^ = (uiieii + ud)*V x - i( j(û~iQ + £(ùa), (7.27)

<Si>^ = -i
apgo , m a p g o , ,,

œ—^  + iVx Fgo*(eii /(2)xVx <5\|/g>^ ,
0 6  Oj-l j

CA28)

<S2>f = ( uii <e|| «Vx - nil en « Vx <d\\fg>£ - ud  *Vx <ÔYg>^

- ( j  <u_L 00g>^ + <u «ôAg>f U || e|| - U|| <u 6A|ig>^ ^ « V x In B

+ <(V u P)*(V x (u «ÔAg) - (u «Vx ÔAg) -*yô0g)>^

- un < (u  « Vx en )«ôAg>^ + <ôA||g (u «Vx)> en « u)^

+ ^  (E o* < u  Ô0g>^ - y Bon <ôA|ig>  ̂)  + î COa <ôt|/g>^

+  n  (< (P ' S 0 g )a ' > (
y 9 ^

9e *

(7.29)

U
fin = U|| + ^  en *Vx X en, (7.30)

= <U « Vx o > 0  = un (ei«(en « Vx e%) - ^ en «(Vx x en ) )  . (7.31)

fin is the effective guiding centre velocity and ©a is the correction to the cyclotron 

frequency due to bending of any co-ordinate system about a field line.
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The general problem is, then, to solve equation (7.26) self-consistently with 

Maxwell's field equations. This is by no means easy but, for complicated geometries, the 

equations provide the most convenient form of solution. In the next section we shall show 

how the gyrokinetic correction can be incorporated into this formalism.

7.2 Derivation of the wave equation.

We wish to show how the gyrokinetic correction, used in the derivation of chapter 

three, can be incorporated into the gyrokinetic formalism of the previous chapter. To 

illustrate the technique we shall consider the case of an isotropic plasma for which the 

perturbed Vlasov equation (7.26) simplifies considerably. For more complicated 

anisotropic distributions, however, the technique is the same.

Our starting point is, as in section 3.2, to express the field variables in terms of 

their Fourier transforms. For the field potential, for example, this gives us,

ÔO =  J  d^k Ô0(k) exp(ik«x) . (7.32)

We now convert to gyrokinetic co-ordinates, expressing k as,

k = k|| eii + kjL (ei cos Ç + C2  sin Q, (7.33)

and so we have,

Ô0g = Jd% 50(k) exp^k^X + i sin (^- a) j  (7.34)
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If we now assume that the initial distribution has a slow spatial variation and is’isotropic 

(in other words we can approximate Fgo = Fgo(e) ) then equation (7.26) simplifies to.

<Lg>^ <5Hg>( = - iw ^  ̂  <8Vg><. (7.35)

where,

6\j/g = yô0g-u*ôA g. (7.36)

Noting that,

u«ôA(k) = u_L 5Ai(k) cos a  + u_l 5A2(k) sin a  + u|| ôA|;(k),

= uj_ ôAi(k) [cos (^- a) cos % + sin (%- a) sin 

+ u_L ôA2 (k) [cos (%- a) sin ̂  + sin (Ç- a) cos Ç] + uit ÔA||(k),

(7.37)

our expression for 6\|/g becomes,

5\|/g = J  d^k exp^ik*X + i sin (Ç- oc)j

X {  [yô0(k) - nil ÔA||(k)]

- ujL [ôAi(k) cos Ç + ôA2 (k) sin %] cos (%- a)

- u_L [ôAi(k) sin Ç - ÔA2 (k) cos sin (Ç- a) } , (7.38)
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with the Fourier component given by,

<8Vg>< = I  d% exp(ik«X + 'P(k,8,p;X), (7.39)

where,

'F(k,e,p;X) = [yô0(k) - U|| ÔAn(k)]

^  [6Ai(k) cos Ç + ÔA2 (k) sin

+ ujL [§Ai(k) sin % - ôA2(k) cos Ç] iJ  ̂ , (7.40)

the Bessel functions all have ai'gument kjLUj_/0 and the X dependence of T  is taken to be 

slow (that is, on a scale much less than the wavelength). This, then, provides us with our 

expression for the right hand side of equation (7.35). The right hand side is, from 

equation (7.27), the operator,

<Lg>^ = (uii eii +UD)*Vx-i('yœ-^^2-.^C0a), (7.41)

acting on <ôHg>^ which, for the isotropic distribution considered here, is simply, equal 

to <ôGg>^ . Solving, as in section 3.2, by the method of characteristics, gives us,

<6Gg>^ = - i ( o ^  Jd^k exp(ik*X + iiQ  J*dT exp(i('yco - iO .-  )

'P(k,e,p;X+8X)) exp(i(k»SX -  ̂(Sa - 8coa)'c ) .  (7.42)
9e

where the co-ordinates preceded by 5 are given by,
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— 8X = U|| en +UD, 8X(t = 0) = 0 , (7.43)
dx

that is, we aie integrating backwards along the path of the gyrocentre. The gyrokinetic 

correction appears when we wish to convert this expression back into phase space co

ordinates. As the X variation in the integrand of the x integral is assumed small, we may, 

in general, simply replace X by x throughout. However, in the rapidly varying resonant 

term this approximation is not sufficient and we must incorporate the gyrokinetic 

correction, by expanding the cyclotron frequency to first order in p/L, giving.

y(ù-£Q .- icùa = yoû - £Q.x ~ ̂  ^ (Vüx)l sin(a -P) - £(0a , (7.44)

where (VOx)_L is the component of the cyclotron frequency gradient perpendicular to the 

field, and P is the angle the gradient makes with ei . Incorporating this into equation 

(7.42) results in the following expression for <ôG>^ ,

<ÔGg>  ̂ = - iG ) ^  exp(ik*x - i sin (^- a)+ i£Q

X Jdx exp(i(yœ - ^  (VQx)l sin(a -p) - £(ûa)'^ )
0

X Y(k,e,p.;x+ôx)) exp(i(k*Ôx - £ (ÔQ - ÔCûtx)'̂  ) .  (7.45)
3e

When calculating the current density, we must integrate this function over a  which will, 

in general, result in the two sine terms becoming series of Bessel functions, by way of the 

identity (3.13).
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7.3 The O-mode with .

To illustrate the technique we derive the wave equation for the ordinary mode 

propagating perpendicular to the magnetic field, but at an angle Ç to the field gradient. 

For our co-ordinates we take ei to lie in the direction of the field gradient and 6 2  as 

perpendicular to both the gradient and the direction of the magnetic field ej| . In this case, 

the perturbed field potential is zero and only the perpendicular component of the vector 

potential is non-zero. Expression (7.40) thus becomes simply,

Y(k,e,|Li;X) = u|| ôA||(k) J£ . (7.46)

As the co-ordinates are caitesian, the Vlasov operator also takes the simplified form,

<Lg>£ = (U|i 6|1 + u d )*  Vx - i(yco - £Q) , (7.47)

where,

“iUD = (7.48)

is simply the gradient drift velocity. Our expression for <0G>^ thus becomes.

<0G>^ = - i œ ^  Jd3kexp(ik*x-i^^^sin(Ç -a)+i^Ç )

3FqX Jdt exp(i('yco - ^  ̂  cos a  )t) u|| ôAn(k) J£ , (7.49)

where the effects of integrating along the path of the guiding centre have been ignored as 

they are of order p /L. We now form SF which is, from equations (7.19) and (7.23),
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ÔF = - 1(0 ; ^  E fd^k exp(ik*x - i sin (Ç- a)+ U(̂  - a)) 
i ^ ^  = _oo J a

X fdt exp(i(yo) - /Q  + ̂  ̂  cos a  )T) u\\ ôA|i(k) + ÔFa.
J ^  de

CA50)

Integrating this over velocity space gives us the following expression for the perturbed 

current density,

ÔJ = - ic o ;^  % Jd^uy d%exp(ik*x)u|[§A|i(k) J m ^ e x p W  + m)f )
/> m = -oo 08£,m = -oo

X jdT exp(i(yo) - £Q. )t) H  j -  8 oO)p ôA|| CA51)

The arguments of the first two Bessel functions are, once again, kjLUj_/n. The presence of 

the three Bessel functions will, usually, make it impossible to perform the velocity 

integrals. However, we may simply expand them for a given resonance. For the 

fundamental = 1), for example, we need expand to second order (requiring the m = -1

and m= 0  terms) to give.

§J = - ico mo Jd^u y d^k exp(ik*x) u|| 6 A|i(k)
de

X Jdx exp(i(yœ - £Q. )x) eocOp 5A||.

(7.52)

If we now assume a Maxwellian distribution, the velocity and x integrals can be 

performed (by the same technique as chapter 3), to give,
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8 J =  ^  J d %  exp(ik*x) 0 A|i(k)

X F7 /2  + i ^  exp(-i |  ). 7c^ dF%^ - £0C0p6A|! (T53)

where the relativistic dispersion functions have argument ^ = p (1 - Q/co). Inverting the 

Fourier transforms and substituting in Maxwell's equations, we have our final equation,

dx
11 + 9  F7 /2

dôAii
dx

V
- k y P 7 / 2  +  k y ^

cô  -co;
+ ÔA11 = 0 ,

(7.54)
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8. CONCLUSION.

Chapters two to seven contain the core of this thesis, namely the discussion of the 

propagation of plasma waves through electron cyclotron resonances with regards to the 

radio frequency heating of plasmas. In chapter nine we shall look at the different, and yet 

related, problem of synchrotron radiation instabilities in runaway electrons in tokamaks. 

Before doing so we shall, in this chapter, collect together the ideas expressed so far.

The propagation of plasma waves through a resonance may be explained by a 

variety of different methods of which the method of this thesis, direct integration of the 

full wave equations, is just one. We may group these approaches as single mode, contour 

integration and full wave integration.

Single mode methods, such as WKB theory, begin with the assumption that there 

is little interaction between the wave modes of the plasma and each mode can be analysed 

separately. In section 4.1 we illustrated how to solve the full wave equations by taking a 

single mode approximation (essentially by replacing the spatial derivatives with ik's) and 

showed the resulting equations to be consistent with WKB theory. This is the case for all 

the equations of chapter 4. Despite describing wave absorption, such techniques offer no 

information on reflection and mode conversion, as such processes involve the exchange 

of energy between two wave modes. Techniques are available, though, for incorporating 

such processes into a WKB analysis in terms of linear mode conversion (Littlejohn and 

Flynn (1993)). However, because reflection and mode conversion are localised, almost 

exclusively, to regions of resonance, single mode theory provides a good description of 

wave propagation in the majority of the plasma. Beskin et al (1987) provide a theory for 

such propagation through inhomogeneous plasmas.
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Contour integration involves the solution of the full wave equation in terms of an 

integral in the complex plane (Swanson (1978)). Such a solution requires an expansion of 

the wave dispersion functions about the resonance. Contour integration can explain 

effects such as mode conversion and reflection. Such an analysis, including the 

gyrokinetic correction, was performed by Antonsen and Manheimer (1978) but in 

neglecting higher order effects of the relativistic dispersion relation their work tended to 

place too much emphasis on mode conversion to Bernstein waves, over absorption. For 

example, they predicted that at the second harmonic resonance with high field incidence, 

energy would not be absorbed but rather completely converted to the Bernstein mode. 

Our analysis has shown this not to be the case. However, higher order effects of the 

relativistic dispersion functions may be incorporated into such analyses (Swanson (1978)) 

and it would be of interest to compare such a method with full wave equations.

Full wave equations for electron cyclotron resonance have been derived by a 

number of authors. Maroli et al (1986), Petrillo et al (1987) and Lampis et ai (1987) 

derived and solved such equations for the fundamental and first harmonic resonances 

including, although not explicitly, the gyrokinetic correction. In this work we have given 

a simplified derivation for such equations. Our basis has been the work of Cairns et al 

(1991), an analysis which did not include the relativistic effects known to be of 

importance. Consequently, their wave equations did not describe relativistic broadening 

but can be seen as the low temperature limit of the relativistic full wave equations given 

in chapter 4. Extending the technique of Cairns et al (1991) into the relativistic regime we 

have been able to reproduce the equations of Maroli et al (1986), Petrillo et al (1987) and 

Lampis et al (1987) by a much simpler method.

A similar technique can also be applied to ion cyclotron heating (Brambilla 

(1989), Cairns et al (1991), Holt et al (1992) and Sauter and Vaclavik (1992)). Here we 

have the simplification that we no longer need consider relativistic effects, but the
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complication that we can no longer expand in kp as this parameter may be large. This 

results in systems of integro-differential equations which are much more difficult to 

solve numerically. However, methods - such as fast wave theory (Kay et al (1988) and 

Lashmore-Davies et al (1988)) - are available to simplify their solution.

For more complicated geometries, we have shown, in chapter 7, how the 

gyrokinetic correction can be incorporated into the relativistic gyrokinetic formalism of 

Tsai et al (1984). The derivation of relativistic full wave equations for more complicated 

geometries has been carried out by van Bruggen-Kerkhof (1992), although their equations 

do not include the gyrokinetic coixection and may not be energy conserving.

Numerically, we have shown that wave absorption is in close agreement with 

WKB theory for the O-mode at the fundamental and the X-mode at the second harmonic. 

For the X-mode at the first harmonic, though, we have seen a large absorption for high 

field propagation which is not predicted by WKB theory. This is due to the conversion of 

the X-mode to the Bernstein mode at the upper-hybrid resonance.
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9. RUNAWAY ELECTRON INSTABILITIES.

During many tokamak disruptions a large number of high energy electrons 

(runaways) are produced. Runaways can cause damage to the tokamak through impacting 

on the sides of the containment vessel, and so it is important to gain an understanding of 

their behaviour. In particular, it is known that runaways have a decay time much shorter 

than would be predicted from energy loss by synchrotron radiation, and so we would like 

to suggest an alternative mechanism (Lashmore-Davies and McDonald (1994)).

9.1 Experimental Evidence.

Disruptions in tokamaks lead to a drop in the bulk temperature of the plasma with 

some of the lost energy going into the production of high energy electrons (runaways). A 

good account of this is given, for the JET tokamak, by Wesson et al (1989). They 

describe how, in the aftermath of some MHD disruptions, much of the plasma current can 

be carried from the bulk plasma to the runaways, and this current can be transferred to the 

containment vessel of the tokamak resulting in large forces of the order of hundreds of 

tonnes. Observation of runaways in Tore Supra (Chatelier et al (1989)) and more recently 

in JET (Gill (1993)) have suggested that we are still some way from understanding their 

nature.

Gill (1993) gave the following values (Table (9.1)) for a post disruption plasma.
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Table 9.1.

Parameters for JET Disruptions Observed by Gill (1993).

Magnetic field 2.7 T

Magnetic field length scale 3 m

Thermal electrons:

Density 2 x 10^  ̂ m"^

Temperature 25eV - 50eV

Runaways:

Current 1 MA

Energy 35 MeV

Density 2 x 10^  ̂ mr^

Decay Time 2 s

Clearly, the bulk temperature of the plasma has fallen considerably from its operational 

temperature (around 1 0  keV) with much of the lost energy being transferred to the 

runaways. The large energies of the runaways make them highly relativistic with a 

relativistic mass increase of y = 70.

Of particular interest is the decay time of the runaways. We would expect the 

runaways' energy to decay as a result of synchrotron radiation through orbiting the 

tokamak, a process with a decay time given, from Gill (1993), by,

X = 177 R2/p3y3 , (9.1)

where R is the major radius of the tokamak and g is the speed of the runaways scaled to 

the speed of light. For JET (Table (9.1)) this would suggest an energy loss time of x = 73 

s which is clearly way too slow to account for the observed loss time of 2 s. Energy loss
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must then be due to an additional mechanism which either leads directly to energy loss or 

converts some of the mnaways' parallel energy to perpendicular energy which will then 

cause decay through the emission of cyclotron radiation. If the runaways had a pitch 

angle, a , to the magnetic field, B, then the energy emitted by cyclotron radiation would 

be, also from Gill (1993),

X = 3 X 108/yB2|32sin2a , (9.2)

which for an angle of the order of a few degrees would give energy loss times of the 

coixect size.

We shall now look at the interaction between the runaways and the thermal 

electrons of a post dismption plasma, by forming the dispersion relation of a relativistic 

beam in a hot background plasma.

9.2 The Dispersion Relation.

We wish to derive then, the dispersion relation for a relativistic beam of electrons 

in hot plasma. Our analysis will be an extension of that of Zayed and Kitsenko (1968), 

who studied the case of a relativistic beam in a cold plasma. We follow these authors by 

assuming the distribution function of the mnaways to be,

fob = S(pi - pio) 5(pz - PzO). (9.3)

Zayed and Kitsenko (1968) showed that for the above distiibution function the 

ordinary and extraordinary waves are both unstable at the fundamental and harmonics of 

the electron cyclotron frequency for perpendicular propagation. They also showed that
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obliquely propagating waves can be unstable. However, since these authors assumed a 

cold background plasma they did not include the important effects of cyclotron damping 

by the background plasma or equivalently, mode coupling to cyclotron harmonic waves 

(Cairns and Lashmore-Davies (1982)) supported by the background plasma. In order to 

include these effects, a hot background plasma must be used. We therefore combine the 

dielectric tensor for the relativistic, gyrating electrons, given by Zayed and Kitsenko 

(1968), with the standard dielectric tensor for a hot background plasma in which the bulk 

electrons have a Maxwellian distribution (Equation (2.9)). Here, we shall confine our 

attention to the case of the ordinary mode propagating perpendicular to a uniform 

magnetic field in a uniform plasma. For this case the dispersion relation is.

oo
2

0)2 0) n—-o® ^  " nOg

.2 2
% h  V  ZzO qj2 2kvxo Ji(kvxp/Qb) Jl (kvip/Qb) 

’ 0)2 ■ vL % m(o)-lOb)

where,
X = k2p2/2 , p = Vt/£̂ e , Qg = , Ob = ,

ybmp

p® 8 p m p  P e o T b m p
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and Yb = (1  - -1/2 is the relativistic mass increase of the runaways.

Throughout, we are using the subscript 'e' for the background (thermal) electrons, and the 

subscript 'b' for the runaway (beam) electrons.

We begin by studying the behaviour of the dispersion relation near the m^  ̂

cyclotron harmonic of the runaways far from any resonance with the thermal electrons. 

This was the case dealt with by Zayed and Kitsenko (1968) and can be described by 

taking the cold plasma limit of the thermal plasma (i.e. ignoring the first summation on 

the RHS), together with the resonant component of the beam response, given by the m̂ h 

component of the final term on the RHS (the second term on the RHS generally being 

negligible). The resulting dispersion relation is.

2

(0)2  -  (ùl̂  -  -  k 2 c 2 ) (œ  - m Q b )2  +  ÿ  ®pb =  «  > ( 9 .5 )

which represents the positive energy cold plasma wave together with two negative energy 

cyclotron modes. Looking at the behaviour of the cyclotron modes, by expanding the 

frequency co = ©o + Ô03 about ©o = uKlb , we have.

2

( ® 0  -  ® pe -  ®pb - k2c2)(5(B)2 + ^ ® p b ® o 4  = O' (9 6 )

Clearly, for any given value of the wave number k, if the frequency of the wave lies 

below that of the cold plasma mode then (6©)2 is positive and the modes are stable. This 

means that harmonics below the plasma frequency will be stable, and so imposes a lower 

limit on unstable harmonics,

(9.7)
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For typical JET parameters this gives n > 38, indicating that the instability of the 

ordinary mode is shifted to very high harmonics characteristic of synchrotron radiation 

(see for example Feynman (1965) or Bekefi (1966)). Alternatively, if the frequency lies 

above that of the cold plasma mode then (Ôco)  ̂ is negative and the modes form

conjugate pairs one of which will be unstable. As one would expect then, the dispersion
2 2relation goes unstable when the resonances become degenerate at Coq = (®pg + (Opy + 

k2c2)l/2 = niOb , expanding about which gives us.

v;
2 mo (5(0)3 + = 0. (9.8)

which does indeed have an unstable solution. The dispersion relation is illustrated in Fig. 

(9.1) and we can see that at each mode degeneracy the upper cyclotron mode couples 

with the cold plasma wave to produce a reactive instability.

Cold plasma 
wave

Cyclotron
wave

k

Figure 9.1

Dispersion relation for one cyclotron harmonic.
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We now wish to consider the effect of the thermal plasma on tlie runaways. To do 

this we shall begin by looking at the special case in which the cyclotron frequency of the 

thermal electrons is resonant with a harmonic of the runaways, fJe = or in other 

words 7 b = m . In this case we must also include the contribution from the first harmonic 

of the thermal electrons (the n=l term in the first summation of equation (9.4), which we 

shall expand to order k^p2), so we now have,

=  0 . 

(&4)

Expanding this about the resonance point, COq = + k^c^)!/^ = ujQb = Oe ,

gives.

2

(5o))3 - = 0 . (9.10)

We now have an instability with a threshold resulting from the stabilising effect of the 

thermal electrons. The condition for instability is (after dividing through by Q.  ̂),

(9.11)

For the values given by Gill (1993) we find the left hand side is 2.0 x 10"14 J^(m tan a ) 

(where a  is the pitch angle of the runaways) and the right hand side is 1.8 x 10-17 _ Nq
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values for the pitch angle of the runaways were given, but taking the most unstable case 

(a  = 7t/4) and noting the relation.

G)

(Abramowitz and Stegun (1965)) we see that for the first harmonic above the cutoff 

(n=38) the LHS becomes 6.4 x 10‘1 .̂ Even in this case then, when the destabilising 

effects are at their greatest, the resonance with the thermal electrons removes the 

instability. Harmonics away from the thermal plasma cyclotron resonance will remain 

unstable though and propagate through the plasma.

The optical depth of the plasma.

,  = L (9.13)
OOe M-C

(from equation (4.17)) will be small (x 0.1, for typical JET parameters), as a result of 

the low post-disruption temperature of the thermal electrons. As a result, reabsorption of 

the radiation produced by the beam-plasma instabilities will not be a significant factor.

9.3 Discussion.

We have discussed the production and possible consequences of runaway 

electrons in a tokamak and, in particular, have identified the problem of their relatively 

fast energy loss times. A possible mechanism for increasing the rate of energy loss is 

through a synchrotron instability of the runaways and we have shown, through studying a 

relativistic electron beam in a hot magnetised plasma, how such instabilities can exist.
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The highly relativistic ( y »  1) nature of the runaway electrons results in their low 

harmonics being below the thermal plasma frequency and, as a result, being stabilised by 

it. Higher harmonics, though, are unstable and could result in much enhanced synchrotron 

radiation which would account for the observed fast energy loss times of the runaways. It 

should be noted that here we have only discussed the special case of the ordinary mode 

for perpendicular propagation. We would also expect the extraordinary mode and 

obliquely propagating modes to be unstable (Zayed and Kitsenko (1968)) and their 

effects would also be significant.

A further case for consideration is the interaction of the runaways with lower 

frequency modes. The large downshift in the cyclotron frequency of the runaways brings 

it towards the lower hybrid frequency of the thermal plasma.

(see for example Stix (1992)) which for the parameters given by Gill (1993) (Table (9.1)) 

gives us Cdlh = 5.8 x 10  ̂ rads"G Consequently, the fundamental harmonic of the 

runaways may be unstable through its interaction with the lower hybrid wave.

An alternative mechanism, for energy loss from runaways, was given by Laurent 

and Rax (1990), who suggested that the runaways were destabilised by a non-linear 

interaction with the variations in the toroidal magnetic field due to finite number of field 

coils (toroidal ripple). Their analysis, however, did not consider the effect of the 

background plasma and it would be interesting to see what effect its inclusion (a similiar 

calculation was performed by Lashmore-Davies (1990) for the low frequency case) 

would have.
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APPENDIX: SPECIAL FUNCTIONS.

The Bessel functions and Plasma Dispersion functions are used throughout this 

work and some of their properties, those relevant to the derivations and discussions, are 

given here for ease of reference.

A.1 Bessel Functions.

Bessel functions are used throughout the derivation in chapter 3 and the resulting 

general wave equation (3.23) is expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions, both of 

which are defined in Abramowitz and Stegun (1965). All Bessel functions used are of 

integer order and hence in the relations given below the order (n) is taken as an integer.

A.1.1 Fourier Series.

The Fourier components of the expression exp(ib sinG) aie the Bessel functions 

Jn , a result which can be expressed as.

gib si# = Y  Jm(b) e™ 4). (A.1)
m=-oo

This identity is quoted, where it is first used, in section 3.2 as equation (3.13). By 

differentiating it, with respect to b and (j) respectively, we obtain the two further relations,

oo

cos(|) eib s #  = ^  ^  Jm(b) e W  , (A.2)
m=-oo
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s #  eib s #  =  %  (  - i Jm (b )) ,
m = - o o

both of which are also used for expanding out (3.12) and (3.18).

A. 1.2 Integral Identities.

To perform the Uj_ integrals in (3.22) requires the following relation,

(A .3)

J  dx Jn(ax) Jn(bx) X exp(-x^) = |  In exp^- ^ j , (A .4)

where the modified Bessel function has argument ab/2, along with two other identities 

derived from it. Firstly, if we differentiate (A.4) with respect to a we find that.

J  dx Jn (ax) Jn(bx) x2 exp(-x^) = |  ^  In - ^  In j  exp^-  ̂ j . (A.5)

Secondly, if we differentiate (A.5) with respect to b we have.

J  dx Jn(ax) Jn(bx) x  ̂exp(-x^) = -  [ y  + ^  In
a2 + b2

exPl

(A .6)

Once more, it should be noted that the modified Bessel functions in (A.5) and (A.6) all 

have argument ab/2.
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A. 1.3 Small Argument Expansions.

In chapter 4 the general wave equation (3.23) is expanded in the parameter e to 

produce differential wave equations. To do this it is necessary to know the small 

argument expansions of the modified Bessel functions.

The general power series expansion of a modified Bessel function of integer 

order, is, from Abramowitz and Stegun (1965),

OO

In(x) = ^  j!(n+j)i G )  ^
m=-o«>

From this we may take the following expansions, relevant in chapter 4,

Io(x) = 1 + , (A.8)

l2(x) = y  + ..., (A. 10)

and their derivatives.

li(x) = ^ ^  (A. 12)
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I2(X) = I  + -  • (A.13)

A.2 Relativistic Plasma Dispersion Functions.

The results quoted here are all taken from the excellent discussion paper, on the 

properties of the relativistic plasma dispersion function (RPDF), of Robinson (1986). The 

RPDF's used in this thesis all have real arguments and half-integer subscript which we 

shall assume to be the case in the following identities.

A.2.1 Definitions.

The Shkarofsky function is defined as,

y  q(z,a) = -i Jdt exp( îzt - • (A. 14)

Qualitatively, it represents absorption with a profile which is partly due to relativistic 

mass broadening - which has a quadratic velocity dependence and is identified with the 

first (z) argument - and paitly due to the Doppler broadening - which has a linear velocity 

dependence and is identified with the second (a) argument.

If Doppler broadening is not present then we have the Dnestrovskii function, 

given by,

Fq(z) = 3^q(z,0). (A. 15)

Further, the generalised Dnestrovskii function is given by.
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y  q,m(z.a) = ■ (A.16)

A.2.2 Relations.

The asymptotic behaviour of the generalised Dnestrovskii functions for large 

argument is,

3^q(z,a) -  . (A. 17)

The absorption profile due to the RPDF's is given by the imaginary part of the 

functions which, for the Dnestrovskii functions is given by,

Im Fq(x) = 0, x < 0 ,  (A.18)

-71 (-x)q-l e* /F (q), X > 0.

In chapter 6 this result is used to calculate the absorption across the plasma.

In chapter 4, we require the identity,

ITq(z,a) -  ia -E 2 Z 0 z a -F 2 ^ , (A. 19)

for z « a  and a » l , to derive the result (4.19).
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